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Obstacle Removed In
Debate Over Hostages

Sixteen babies filled the Murray-Calloway County Hospital's nursery early Friday morning. A near record of seven
babies were delivered in a 24-hour period Thursday and early Friday. Hospital personnel said the result of the baby
boom is due to early winter weather last year. Above, Eunice Garrison, L.P.N., holds new-born Daisy Jane Watkins,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Watkins, Route 2, Hazel.

Of Dickens' A Christmas Carol'

Musical Road Company To Come
The national road company of the
new musical adaptation of Charles
Dickens' "A Christmas Carol" will be
in Murray late this fall. This live
musical extravaganza, adapted for the
stage by Charles Jones of the Omaha
Community Playhouse, will be
presented by the Murray Civic Music
Association as part of its 1980-81 season.
"We're very excited about bringing
"A Christmas Carol' to Murray. I think
it should prove to be a highlight for
many families during the Christmas
season," says Norrine Winter, president of the Civic Music Association.

Complete with a full company of 35,
the show features set designs and
special stage effects created by noted
designer James Othuse. The set and
special effects were designed with
meticulous detail to recreate the world
of Dickens' England of the 1800's.
Among the special effects included in
the show will be a 16 foot human puppet
as the ghost of Christmas Future, and a
bed which has been rigged to
mysteriously move about Scrooge's
bedroom.
Attendance at the performance will

be by season ticket only, which will go r
on sale in Murray on September 7.
Tickets can also be obtained by writing
to the Murray Civic Music Association,
1010 Westgate Drive, Murray, Ken,
tucky 42071. Season tickets are $17.50
for adults,$8.50 for students, and $40 for
families.
A season ticket entitles an individual
or family to attend all four of the Murray Civic Music Association concerts
during the upcoming season, as well as
performances sponsored by the
Paducah Community Concert Association.

Remnants Of Hurricane Allen
Dump More Rain On South Texas
BROWNSVILLE, Texas (AP) — The
remnants of Hur74eane Allen dumped
more rain on southern Texas early today, forcing the evacuation of about
2,500 people from low-lying areas.
Residents left their homes in Alice
and Kingsville in the Coastal Bend area
where flood waters were reported to be
up to 5 feet deep.
"We've been rescuing people from
stranded vehicles all night," said Texas
Department of Public Safety dispatcher Jerry Hutchins in Corpus Christi.
He said no injuries had been reported.
As the storm, which has been
downgraded to a tropical depression,
limps across northern Mexico,
forecasters are expecting tides at Baffin Bay near Kingsville to reach 9 to 10
feet above normal. Also, the Nueces
River, which empties into Corpus
Christi Bay, is expected to rise 7 feet
above normal.
Allen caused no direct injuries or
deaths in Texas,either as the hurricane
that battered the coast or as the
tropical storm that cut into the state,
but it spun off tornadoes that injured
about 20 people.

Two people died of heart attacks
while the storm was in the area. More
than 100 people had been killed in
Allen's rampage through the Caribbean.
The eight inches of rain that Allen
brought, however, left the threat of
widespread flash flooding. The National Weather Service issued a flash
flood warning early today for the Texas
coast from Corpus Christi to just above
Brownsville and for five counties in
south-central Texas near San Antonio.
Authorities told people who had been
evacuated from their homes from Corpus Christi south to Brownsville not to
return. Major roads were impassable
because of flooding. About 200,000 people fled their homes Friday as
authorities predicted Allen would
match its deadly Caribbean rage with
widespread destruction in Texas.
Earlier, at least 100 people were killed as the hurricane swept across the
Caribbean, past Mexico's Yucatan
Peninsula and into the Gulf. The deaths
included 56 in Haiti, 16 in St. Lucia, 8 in
Jamaica, 4 in Cuba and 3 in the
Dominican Republic. In addition, 13

people died when a helicopter crashed
while carrying them from an offshore
oil platform and 1 person was missing
and feared drowned in the Dominican
Republic.
Frank said a high-pressure system
that had been driving the hurricane
through the Gulf of Mexico weakened
as Allen approached Texas, slowing its
progress inland from 25 mph to 10 and
then 5 mph. That in turn cut Allen's
ability to maintain the 170 mph winds at
its center, and they dropped off to 110
mph.
The hurricane was downgraded to a
tropical storm Sunday as it slogged its
way northwest across sparsely
populated areas of Texas and into northern Mexico. The highest sustained
winds were 45 mph in a few squalls.
More than 75,000 homes along the
coast were without electricity Sunday
night, including 15,000 in Corpus
Christi, according to Central Power and
Light Co.
An overnight curfew was in effect in
Corpus Christi — the region's largest city with 230,000 residents — to prevent
looting.

By The Associated Press
Iran's Parliament approved Mohammad All Rajaie as prime minister today, removing another obstacle to the
debate on the 52 American hostages.
But their freedom appeared no closer
since Rajaie is a tuirdliner picked by
the Moslem fundamentalists who want
the captives tried as spies.
The official Pars news agency said
153 deputies voted in favor of Rajaie, 24
against and 19 abstained. It added that
Rajaie, the former education minister,
"therefore received a majority vote
and will now be able to go ahead and
form a cabinet."
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini has
charged the Parliament with deciding
the fate of the hostages, now in their
282nd day of captivity. The last remaining hurdle to be cleared before their
fate can be discussed is the installation
of a cabinet.
The Parliament formally accepted
President Abolhassan Bani-Sadr's
nomination of Rajaie on Sunday and
said a vote on the nomination would be
held today. Bani-Sadr was pressured into choosing Rajaie — who has launched
a campaign to purge Iran's schools of
Western influences — by a select committee after his first nominee, police
chief Mostafa Mir-Salim, was rejected.'
In his letter indicating the choice to
the Parliament, or Majlis, Bani-Sadr
said, "Havinrheard the consultations
of the select committee and the
preference that the esteemed Majlis
has indicated, I introduce Mr. Mohammad Ali Rajaie as the prime minister."
This irritated some of the deputies of
the dominant Islamic Republican Party, who charged Bani-Sadr's choice of
words indicated he was railroaded into

choosing Rajaie. Despite their annoyance, the formalities proceeded,
Rajaie was formally accepted and
rubber-stamp approval was expected.
The hostages were seized while Shah
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi, ousted by
Khomeini's revolution in January 1979,
was undergoing cancer treatment in
New York. Pahlavi died in Egypt July
27, but the Iranians are still demanding
his vast wealth be returned as part of
the hostages' ransom.
Other demands they have made are
for the U.S. government to apologize for
past "crimes" in Iran and guarantee it.
will stay out of Iran's domestic affairs
in the future. On Sunday, a new condition was reported.

Park Concession Receipts
Exceed Amount Budgeted
Concession receipts for the MurrayCalloway County Park have already exceeded the entire amount budgeted for
the year according to a report by parks
director Gary Hohman to members of
the parks board Sunday night.
Although approximately three weeks
remain in the park's summer season,
more than the anticipated revenue of
$18,046'has been taken in thus far.
In addition, the board discussed
enlarging the pool concession area and
directed Hohman to present more information on the project at the board's
September meeting.
Hohman asked board members to
consider closing the pool on weekdays
after the opening of school in 1981. He

Quick Appraval Exgected
For Contract With Bell
WASHINGTON (AP) — Telephone
workers around the nation are expected
to give quick approval when they vote
soon on a new contract providing wage
increases of about 34 percent over the
next three years.
Three unions representing 700,000
workers reached agreement with the
Bell System late Saturday night and
early Sunday morning, averting a
threatened midnight strike.
The agreement came too late to avoid
walkouts by craftsmen in several New
York City locals, but by Sunday they
were back at work on union orders.
"We've achieved each of our major
goals," said Glenn Watts, president of
the 525,000-member Communications
Workers of America. Approval of the
pact by the CWA led to approval within
hours by the two other unions,
representing 175,000 Bell workers.
The contracts now go to individual
union members for ratification and
union leaders see no problem in winning quick acceptance.
The tentative nation contract calls for
about a 34 percent wage increase over
three years, including an open-ended
cost-of-living clause which could put the
increases higher, plus improved pension benefits.
Watts said the pact falls "comfortably within" President Carter's wage
guidelines.
Those guidelines limit annual contract wage and fringe benefit increases
to 9.5 percent a year. But the telephone

"What we want now from the United
dates is a pledge not to interfere in the
Mternal affairs of all Islamic states or
the affairs of this region," Iranian
diplomat Mohammed Shirazi was
quoted as telling the Lebanese
magazine Monday Minting.
"Those are our demands now. If the
United States meets them, the hostage
crisis will be settled. If it doesn't, we
know what the fate of the hostages will
be," a reference to trials for spying, a
capital crime.
Shirazi, son of Ayatollah Abdulla
Shirazi, a major religious figure in'
Iran, said his remarks reflected official
thinking in Iran. There was no immediate confirmation.

workers wage hikes come froni
guaranteed cost-of-living raises of
which only a portion are counted under
Carter's guidelines.
Bell says that top weekly wage scales
presently range from $264 to $287 for
operators and $388 to $431.50 for installers and other craft workers. Union
leader Watts says the new contract will
mean an estimated $5 billion in wage
and fringe benefits to CWA members
over the next three years.

Arts And Crafts
Festival Slated For
Labor Day Weekend
The Annual Arts & Crafts Festival at
Kenlake State Park will take place
again this year on Labor Day weekend.
Exhibitors will be on hand from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. August 30-31 displaying
arts and handcrafted items. The
festival will feature over 100 exhibits.
Visitors may view and purchase items
ranging from oil paintings to wood
crafts to fresh ground flour.
This festival is a popular event for
purchasing gift items and authentic
Kentucky crafted souvenirs, says Nita
Ewing, executive secretary, Kentucky's Western Waterland.
Spectators will also be entertained
throughout the day with country and
bluegrass music.
Admission is free and the public is invited to attend.

said that this change would have to be
advertised priorlo the selling of season
.
passes next year.
The parks director Pointed out that as
ihe situation is now, the pool manager
and lifeguards must still employed on
weekdays after school opens even
though few people utilize the pool during that time.
The board granted a request from
Calloway County High School to use the
park's concession trailer during its 1980
football games. The school will be requited to make a $50 deposit for the
trailer's use.
In other business, board chairman E.
L. Howe Jr. appointed Billy Erwin,
Steve Sammons and Sid Easley to a
nominating committee for new board
officers. The committee will return
with
its recommendations in
September.
The meeting followed the annual dinner and swim party for all full-time
parks employees and parks board
Members and their families.
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thunderstorms
likely
Thunderstorms likely tonight,
low
in the- mid 70s.
Thunderstorms ending and a few
degrees cooler Tuesday. Highs in
the low 90s.
Extended Forecast
Very hot and humid. Widely
scattered thunderstorms in the
state Wednesday and Thursday
becoming a little more numerous
Friday.
LAKE LEVELS
Lake Barkley
Kentucky Lake

357.87
357.97

Political Struggle To End As Convention Opens
By DONALD M.R(YTHBERG
AP Political Writer
NEW YORK AP) — The Democratic
Party, shaken by internal feuding and
sagging ratings in the polls, opens its
national convention today amid signs
that President Carter and Sen. Edward
M. Kennedy are moving toward an
amicable end to their year-long struggle for the presidential nomination.
After Carter acceded Sunday to Kennedy demands for changes in the
economic planks of the party platform,
the senator said, "Quite frankly, this is
getting to be the kind of platform that I
welcome to run on arei take across this
country."
Earlier in the day, Kennedy cited the
platform as the major factor that would
determine whether he could support
Carter if the president is renominated
for a second term.
Despite delegate surveys indicating
,that the president's majority was
holding, Kennedy was not ready to concede Carter the nomination or a victory
in tonight's critical vote on the convention rule that would require delegates to
abide by state primary and convention
results.

Also, Carter and Kennedy remained
at odds on two major economic proposals in the platform — Kennedy's call
for a $12 billion program to create
800,000 jobs and wage and price iontrots to fight inflation.
"We don't think planks that detailed
should go into the platform," Vice
President Walter F. Mondale said on
the NBC-TV "Today"show.
Kennedy is scheduled to address the
convention Tuesday night during
debate on the party platform.
Carter aides described the president's compromise on the platform as a
major, unilateral concession to Kennedy. Among the planks the president
agreed Sunday to support was one that
criticizes Carter's anti-inflation
strategy and pledges the party will not
"pursue a policy of high interest rates
and unemployment as a means to fight
inflation."
The unity moves appeared prompted
by fear that unless the Democrats close
ranks, the Republicans will capture the
White House and score major gains in
Congress in the upcoming election.
"There's nothing in the world that
can bring a group of Democrats

together like Ronald Reagan," said
Robert Strauss, Carter's campaign
chairman.
But lobbying for today's rules debate
was fierce, all the same.
Carter backers led by Vice President
Walter Mondale visited delegates from
various states Sunday night, arguing
mightily against Kennedy's bid for an
"open" convention. With the bindingdelegate rule, Mondale told Pennsylvania's delegation, "the 1980
Democratic Convention will represent
the 19 million people who sent voters
here."
Kennedy's forces, led by Kennedy
himself, were making the rounds, too,
although the senator's tone was surprisingly concilatory.
"No matter what button you wear
this evening, I'm going to be proud to
work with you," 'Kennedy told one
delegation Sunday as he toured gatherings around Manhattan. "We're going
to be together in the fall against Ronald
Reagan."
Earlier Sunday, on CBS' "Face the
Nation," Kennedy said it would be "a
nip and tuck vote either way, but I'm
confident that we will be successful" in

the effort to break Carter's hold on a
majority of the 3,331 delegate votes.
Appearing on NBC-TV's "Today"
show this morning, Kennedy continued
to maintain that he will win the nomination. He said of Carter's platform concessions:
"The reason we've been successful is
that frankly, we've had the votes. These
are the issues that I've taken to the
farms and streetcorners of this country. The administration opposed them.
Now they've acceded to the popular
will."
Kennedy's slender chances for an
upset will be nil without an open convention. If tonight's rules vote commits
Carter's 1,985.6 delegates to support
him on the first nominating ballot
Wednesday night, the president will
have clinched the nomination, which requires 1,668 votes. Kennedy has 1,234.4
votes.
Shortly after party chairman John C.
White calls the convention to order at 3
p.m. CDT in Madison Square Garden —
the same arena where Carter won the
1976 nomination — delegates will begin
debate on the rule requiring delegates
to abide by the results of state

primaries and conventions, which
would result in a "closed" convention
and assure Carter the majority he
needs.
A CBS poll of 1,900 delegates indicated that both sides were holding
their candidates' ground. The network
projected 55 percent of the delegates
would back the binding rule, with 45
percent opposing it.
"The argument is not whether he'll
win it, but by how much," said White, a
Carter supporter.
In a last-minute effort to generate
support for an open convention, Rep.
Ron Dellums, D-Calif., planned to announce his candidacy today as a
favorite son of black delegates. The
American Agriculture Movement and
the Women's Political Caucus were
planning similar moves.
"It will provide the opportunity for
those people frno want to say, 'I'm for
an open convention but not necessarily
for either of those two candidates
(Carter or Kennedy)," said Robert
Brauer,special counsel to Dellums.
Carter, meanwhile, says he.is confident of his renomination and reelection. The president, now at Camp

David, Md., was expected to arrive at
the convention Wednesday.
In an interview Sunday on CBS' "60
Minutes," Carter brushed off public
opinion polls showing him running far
behind Reagan,saying, "The polls that
count in a democratic society like ours
are are the polls that are conducted
among the people on Election Day."
In his CBS interview, Kennedy maintained his refusal to commit himself to
endorse a Carter ticket.
Kennedy said his stance will depend
on whether he believes Carter concessions on issues are substantive or "just
cosmetic commitments."
If the concessions are substantive,
Kennedy said, "there won't be any
Democrat in this country that'll work
harder for the success of the nominee."
Kennedy called the proposed 1980
platform, written under close White
House supervision, "a pale shadow" of
the'platform under which Carter ran in
1976. The senator said he was seeking
changes in planks rejecting high in-,
terest rates and high Unemployment as
tools for fighting inflation, and calling
foe greater emphasis on 1-renting jobs.
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Ladies Day—

Events Planned
At Murray Club
Slusmeyer, Urbena Koenen,
Ladies day events will be
Edith Ganuon,and Toni Hopheld at the Murray Country son.
Club on Wednesday, Aug. 13.
No.7 Tee
Luncheon
9:45 am. — Sue Costello,
A ladies WO luncheon will Dorothy Fike, Venela Sexton,
be served at 12 noon with Sue and Inus Off.
Brown as chairman of the
10 am. — Louise Lamb,
Reservations
hostesses.
Alice Purdom, Anna Mary
for
today
by
made
be
should
Adams,and Betty Scott.
the Wednesday luncheon.
10:15 am. — Jane Fitch,
BetOther hostesses will be
Fandrich, Mary
Nancy
ty Lowry, Betty Stewart, Beth
Bazzell, and Lou Doran.
Belote, Barbara Brandon,
Winners
Sharon Brown, Wilda FurBeth Belote, golf hostess for
docn, Barbara Erwin, Hazel play on Aug. 6, has released
Furgerson, Martha Green, the winners as follows:
Ann Donelson, Mary Ann
Championship flight --Clark, Mary A. Holcomb, and
Jerelene Sullivan, first, and
Jennie Harrison.
Evelyn Jones,second.
Bridge
First flight — Cathryn GarBridge will be played at 930
rott,first, and Sue Costello, sea.m. with Juliet Wallis as the cond.
bridge hostess.
Second flight — Anna Mary
Tennis
Adams, first, Betty Scott, seTennis is scheduled at 9:30 cond, who tied with Diane
a.m.- but the hostess is not
Villanova and won after a
listed.
scorecard countback.
Golf
Third flight — Nancy
Ladies day golf play will
first, and Norma
Haverstock,
Barbegin at 8:30 a.m. with
Fran,second.
bara Stacey as the hostess.
Fourth flight — Barbara
Anyone wishing to play who is
Stacey, first, and Peggy
not included in the lineup may
Shoemaker,second.
come and be lined up at the
tee.
The lineup is as follows:
Tee No. 1
8:30 a.m. — Judy Krouse,
Doris Cella, Lois Keller, and
Lisa Faughn.
8:45 a.m. — Mary Bell
Overbey, Frances Parker,
Laverne Ryan, and Billie
Cohoon.
Co-Directors, Mrs. Dan
9 a.m. — Peggy Shoemaker, McReel and Mrs. Johnny
Judy Muehlernan, Exie Hill, Williams, announce that the
and Martha Sue Ryan.
Mother's Morning Out at the
9:30 a.m. — Barbara First Christian Church EducaNorma
Stacey, Pam Mavity,
tional Facilities will start on
Nancy Sept. 5 and will be held each
and
Frank,
Haverstock.
Friday thereafter.
9:45 a.m. — Diane
Letters will be in the mail
Villanova, Margaret Shuffett, this next week to all who have
Madelyn Lamb, and Cathryn expressed an interest in the
Garrott.
program outlining the time,
10 a.m. — Betty Jo Purdom, schedule, cost, and registraEvelyn
Sullivan,
Jerelene
tion form for the fall sessions.
Jones, and Mary Bogard.
This is for infants through five
Hulse,
10:15 a.m. —Frances
years of age.
Betty Lowry, Carol Hibbard,
Interviews are being plannand Faira Alexander.
ed for teachers, and
No 4 Tee
volunteers will be contacted
8:45 a.m. — Betty Hinton, shortly to assist in the proEuldene Robinson, Chris gram.
Graham,and Rowena Cullom.
At the present time the need
9 a.m. — Elizabeth seems to be mainly for morning sessions; however, if
enough interest is indicated in
the future,the program will be
7:20,9:00 + 2:00Sat.,Sun.
expanded to afternoon. Friday
was selected as the day of the
60.•
I
week so that it could compleap .1 •
,
boo.
ment the other churches who
are providing similar proAIRP1L ANC 212
grams on Tuesday or
• 7513314
Thursday during the week.
Registrations are now being
taken and persons may call
g
Ann McKee! 753-8842 or MarJUST WHAT
WE ALI
tha Williams 759-1286.

lgoming Out
For Mothers
Scheduled

1)r. and Mrs. Delbert M. Doty
Dr. and Mrs. Delbert M. Doty, who live on Kentucky Lake
in the northern part of Henry County, Tenn., Route 2,
Buchanan, Tenn., will celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary with a reception at the Paris Landing State Park Inn on
Sunday,Aug. 17,from 2 to 4:30 p.m.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend. The couple
requests that guests not bring gifts.
The Dotys are members of the First Christian Church of
Murray, and Dr. Doty is a part-time adjunct professor of
agricultural chemistry at Murray State University.
Both Dr. Doty and his wife, Ruth, were born and grew up in
Union County, Ind. After their marriage in 1930 they resided
in West Lafayette,Ind., where Dr. Doty served on the faculty
of Purdue University until 1948.
They then moved to Chicago, ill., where Dr. Doty was
employed until his retirement in 1973. The couple moved to
their present home in 1974. Both have been active in community service organizations in the area.
Dr. and Mrs. Doty have two children — a daughter, Donna
(Mrs. Arthur L.) Kunz of West Lafayette, Ind., and a son,
Dale Doty of Lompoc,Cal.; and six grandchildren.
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Fraaces Drake
FOR TUESDAY,AUGUST 12, 1980
Friends are helpful. Inspired
career interests. node allies
thinking brings career sucbring you benefits. Greet
cess. Trust intuition.
with a smile and it will
others
aa JJ6
SAGITTARIUS
returned.
be
(Nov. to Dee. 21) ^
YOU BORN TODAY have a
An acquaintance may be inimagination and will
creative
ARIES
sistent. A career opportunity
the arts. Your flair
in
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) V/4
),ucceed
to your liking may arise.
ion is an asset
self-express
Begin new projects. Be alert
or
.1
for
Capitalize on this chance
for opportunity on the job.
in business as well. Selling,
progress.
advertising,
Creativity leads to an inspired
promoting,
CAPRICORN
and writing are
day. Watch conflicts though.
publishing
Vi
(Dec.22toJan. 19)
of the fields in which
TAURUS
A perfect day to begin or some
1 7 plan
find happiness. You're
(Apr.20 to May 20) 646
you'd
from
news
a trip. Happy
climatic and idealistic
Throw yourself into your
both
is
competition
a distance. The
work, then do something
and would succeed in film and
keen on the career front. Be
special for relaxation. Home
theater. Do not let a need for
alert.
projects
financial security keep you
improvement
AQUARIUS
favored. Evening could be
from taking a chance on your
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
dreams. You're also strongly
romantic.
expand
to
time
the
Now's
humanitarian and interested
GEMINI
a
in
those
with
Meet
credit.
in civic improvement and the
(May 21 to June 20)
in
care
Use
help.
to
position
welfare of others. Birthdate
Athletics stimulate you.
travel. Watch arguments over
rapport
of: Cecil B. DeMille, film proPartnership
ethical questions.
ducer; Michael Kidd,
highlighted. Decisions on
PISCES
choreographer; and Candomestic changes may be
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
actor.
beneficial.
A perfect day to further tinflas,
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Seek ways to make money
through creativity. Avoid
domestic conflicts. An invitation for a weekend trip may
come.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22) 4/244
Be alert for a chance to improve income. Creative projects pay off. Romance has a
touch of the unusual about it.
Don't insist on own way.
VIRGO
np
(Aug.23 toSept. 22)
business.
in
tactics
Use fair
Watch condition affecting
weight. A new self-confidence
attracts success. Enjoy a happy home life.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) Arl
You have extra energy, but
don't force Your will on others.
Accept an invite to an offbeat
party. Self-knowledge through
privacy.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) nl'eV
You'll meet some important
people at a group function.
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
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Celebration To Be I
At Paris Landing

Officers, Murray
High FHA Meet At
The Beaman Home

Reading of Will
Will Wag a Tail
By Abigail Van Buren
c 1980 by Um

I P.M Syndtcste

DEAR ABBY: Last week I celebrated my 92nd birthday. It
wasn't much of a celebration because most of my close
friends and relatives are gone — only distant relatives
remain.
For 50 years I've worked hard, stayed sober and invested
cautiously. Today I'm well-off, but not nearly as rich as
some of my relatives think I am.
Recently, a great-nephew called me, asking to borrow on
his "expectancy." I thought he was referring to his foreign
car, until my attorney told me that my great-nephew wanted
to borrow on what he expected to inherit from me!
I turned thumbs down. Then I got a call from his wife,
bawling me out."Just what are you going to do with all your
money? Leave it to that fool dog of yours?"
Well, that gave me an idea. That "fool dog" is "Sad
Eyes," my faithful bloodhound. He's not too smart. He
threatens my postman, welcomes door-to-door salesmen and
associates with cats. He loves ice cream and has been my
devoted companion since he was a pup.
Since love begets love, I called my attorney and told him
to rewrite my will and make Sad Eyes the richest dog in
Indiana!
He said, "You can't leave your money to a dog! If you
make that dog your beneficiary, your relatives will have
your will broken before the devil has your cell warm."
Miss Abby,Sad Eyes has never heard of"expectancy.6 He
loves me and wants me to live on and on, which is more than
I can say for my great-nephew.
So tell me, if I die first, how can I make sure Sad Eyes will
have a good home and all the ice cream he wants?
GETTING ON IN INDIANA

The Murray High School
DEAR GETTING ON: You can leave your money in
Chapter of the Future
trust to someone on whom you can depend, instructHomemakers of America held
ing that person to give Sad Eyes the very best ofcare,
its first executive council
plus all the ice cream he wants. Listen to your lawyer.
If you leave your money to your dog, your relatives
meeting on Thursday, July 31,
will surely have a bone to pick with you.
at the home of the chapter
bids Som-See kl
•••
president,Carol Beaman.
7.10,9 30
not seem like a very big
might
This
Goals and suggested acABBY:
DEAR
problem to you, but my wife and I have been arguing about
tivites with proposed dates for
it for a long time, so please don't write it off as some kind of
the coming school year were
joke.
discussed.
At mealtime I get filled up fast, so in order to feel really
Other officers attending
, I unbutton my trousers (just the top button). It
comfortable
were Lynne Loberger, Kathy
the pressure.
relieves
sure
Roberts, Gina Shipley,
If we're eating with other people, I make sure nobody
Paulette Kelly, Laura Sears,
notices. My wife says this is a terrible habit, and she wants
Melanie Roos, Teresa Suite,
me to cut it out. She says I am setting a bad example for our
Lisa Wilson, Samantha
son.
What do you think?
Wilder, and Terri Wells. OfSTUFFED IN PHILLY
ficers absent were Kim Oles
and Denise Eversmeyer.
DEAR STUFFED: I vote with your wife. You need
Advisors present were Mrs.
bigger trousers or smaller portions.
•• •
A. B. Crass and Mrs. G. T. filCheo•u,St •753 3314
ly.
settle an argument, I would like your
To
ABBY:
DEAR
Following the meeting
advice on the following:
refreslunents of various fruits
As an engineer, I frequently have need to write to various
in a watermelon basket,
large companies for technical data, information about new
chocolate chip cookies,and ice
products, etc. These letters are usually for the purpose of
tea were served by Gina
obtaining information only, rather than placing an order
with the firm. I do not include a stamped, self-addressed
Shipley and Carol Beaman,
envelope with such business inquiries as I assume that the
assisted by the latter's
company can well afford the cost of the postage in
mother, Mrs. Harold Beaman.
responding to my inquiry. I think a SASE (self-addressed
stamped envelope)from me would look very unprofeesional.
I do, however, include a SASE when writing to an
establishment I know to be smaller, and probably less able
to absorb the cost of postage.
I am told one should always include a self-addressed
stamped envelope when requesting "something for
.nothing," but I don't want to risk offending the recipient of
the letter.
Don't waste time wondering shout a last way to pt
Perhaps you could steam open this problem.
your bearings CalLme—your WELCOME WAGON Nodose.
TOM F. IN MONTELLO, WIS
you're pressed for time.
NELSON

MAN
CANNON

DEAR TOM: When writing to request something for
nothing, always enclose a SASE. Your chances for a
bly better, and the possi— response .,re imm
bility of "offending" the recipient is zilch. Trust me.
• ••

bogs Dig 492-8348

Noy Semites 753-55711

To those whohave ordered Abby's new teen booklet, please be patient- The demand again has been
overwhelming.

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Cindy Lamb of Buchanan,
Tenn., has been dismissed
from the Henry County
General Hospital, Paris,
Tenn.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Charles Fennell of
Hardin has been dismissed
from Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.

400

101

P.

CROUCH BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Lynn
Crouch of Murray Route 1 are
the parents of a baby boy,
Derek Lynn, weighing eight
pounds four ounces, measuring 21 inches, born on Monday,
Aug. 4, at 12:25 a.m, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have two other sons,
2. The
/
Heath, 7, and Justin, 21
father is self employed as a
farmer. The mother is the
former Dana Adams.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Theron Crouch of Farmington Route 1, Reds Adams
of Murray, and Hugh Adams
of Farmington. Great grandmothers are Mrs. Lillie
Bazzell and Mrs. Mamie
Adams of Farmington.
GLOVER GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Glover,
Riviera Courts, Murray, are
the parents of a baby girl,
Heather Renee, born on
Wednesday, July 30, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Grandparents are the Rev.
and Mrs. Ray Provow of Cunningham,and Mrs. Judy Glover
and Bob Glover of Mayfield.

Bel Air Shopping Center

43

w.
to

Feed a Friend.
(Or feed a stranger. You'll make a friend.)

HASH BROWNS
SCRAMBLED EGGS
PANCAKES • BACON
SAUSAGE • GRAVY
BISCUITS
COFFEE

All you can eat:$1.99•All your friend can eat:99c

MONDAY—FRIDAY,6to 10am

STOCKADE®
Bel Air Shopping Center

Figure World
Wants
Your Body!!!
COMPLIMENTARY VISIT

Wad
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Get a headstart
In your new town.

When you've Just moved,
And the gifts, community and business Information I Wins
will saw your family Om* and nionoy.
Let mai hoar fm you won.

RECENT GUESTS
IN COMPTON HOME
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Compton, 1211 Melrose, Murray,
had houseguests for the
weekend of Aug. 2. The Compton's daughter, Myrtle, and
her husband, Joe, and their
daughter, Linda Stewart,
were visiting from Memphis,
Tenn. On Sunday afternoon,
additional guests were the
Compton's son, John, his wife,
Betty, and their two grandchildren, Kevin and Chris
Compton (children of Murray
pharmacist Steve and wife,
Paula).

At/dna
(Ity
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HOT. rho..

Sorb now

La Cod*--

introits onus Is law alder
Veld le al ems mhos pus
lOgYes
IRAN at narkard by lbw Aa 1.5.98, 551,god lesi
Was.ad vapiallea. apply. Vold Is MOB at TOM
and Murals* FacillOw may two 980 lendlea.
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For Your Free Figure Analysis
Call For Appointment
224 Memorial Dr.
Paris, In.
(Across From Walmart)
644-9971

214 N. 15th
Murray, Ky.
(Next to University Bookstore)
753-4121
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Community Events Listed
Monday, Aug. 11
Tuesday, Aug. 12
Ftobertaville Baptist ChurHazel
Senior Citizens will
ch,Oak Ridge, Tenn., will preient a patriotic puppet show at meet from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
the Hazel Center with lunch at
Paris Landing State Park at 8
11:45 a.m.
p.m.
Murray Branch of the
Reservations for the ladies American Association of
day luncheon on Wednesday at University Women will have
the Murray Country Club an informal "Summer Sharshould be made by today with ing" meeting at 7:15 p.m. at
Sue Brown, chairman of the 305 North Seventh Street,
Murhostesses.
ray. Visitors are welcome.
Wednesday, Aug. 13
Murray-Calloway County
Ladies day activities at the
Community Theatre Board of
Directors is scheduled to meet Murray Country Club will inat 7 pin, at the Calloway clude luncheon at 12 noon with
Sue Brown as chairman of the
Public Library.
hostesses; golf with Barbara
Monthly Calloway County Stacey as hostess at 8:30 a.m.;
Churches of Christ Skating bridge with Juliet Wallis as
Party will be held at hostess and tennis at 9:30 a.m.
Skateland. Younger children
Oaks Country Club ladies
will skate from 6 to 8 p.m. and
day activities will include golf
older ones from 8 to 10 p.m.
with Ada Sue Roberts as
American Legion Post No. hostess and bridge with
73 and Auxiliary will have a Crystal Parks as hostess at
_
ham and bean supper at 6:30 9:30 a.m.
p.m. at the legion hall.
Ruth Wilson Circle of First
Recovery, Inc., will meet at United Methodist Church will
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center, meet at 7:30 p.m. at the home
North Seventh and Olive of Mrs. M. P. Christopher.
Streets, Murray.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 7:15 p.m. For information call 759-1792.

Hazel Senior Citizens will
have activities from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. at the Hazel Center with
lunch served at 11:45 a.m.
Lynn Grove United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at 2 p.m. at the church.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Fabric
Dyeing at 2 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850; Natural
Dyes Today from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. at Empire Point.
Wesleyan Circle of First
United Methodist Church will
meet at 6:15 p.m. at the
church to go to a restaurant
for dinner.
Murray Bass Club will meet
at 6:30 p.m. at the Sirloin
Stockade.

5.

Murray Lions Club will
meet at 6:30 p.m. at the Colonial House Smorgasbord.
The program will be
presented by the local football
coaches.
Group III of First Baptist
Church Women will meet with
Mrs.E. C. Jones at 2 p.m.
Men's Church Softball
League will begin play at 6
p.m. at the City-County Park.

Bazaar workshop for First
United Methodist Church
Women will be held at the
church at 9 a.m.
--Man's Prayer Breakfast of
First United Methodist
Church will be at 7 a.m. at the
Triangle Inn.
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for activities by the Murray Senior
Clizens. Lunch will be served
at 11:30 a.m.

Attends Choral
Music Workshops

Wednesday, Aug. 13
Douglas Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by the Senior Citizens
with lunch at 12 noon and
square dancing at 1 p.m.

Tuesday,Aug. 12
Alcoholics Anonymous will
meet at 8 p.m. at the west end
of the 'West Kentucky
Livestock and Pavilion.

Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
lodge hall.

Murray Teacher-

WINS HONORS - Lisa Cunningham, 15 year old
daughter of Sara Alexander and Larry Cunningham of
Murray, recently represented the Commonwealth of
Kentucky in the National Miss Junior Teen Pageant in
Roanoke, Va. She was selected first runner-up and also
selected Junior Teen Miss Photogenic. A sophomore at
Calloway County High School this fall, Miss Cunningham
is a girls' varsity cheerleader and a member of the speech
team. In state-wide poetry competition last year, she earned third place honors. She is the granddaughter of Mrs.
Lillie McAvoy of Murray and of Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Cunningham of Kirksey. Photos for the pageant were by Carter Studio, Murray. Her sponsors were Trigg County Farmers Bank, Cadiz; Dynamite Popcorn, Carl Howard-Jim
Tate Inc., Overbey Honda, Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Tau
Phi Lambda Sorority, Storey's Food Giant, and Montgomery Ward, all of Murray.

Douglas Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activieis by the Senior Citizens
with lunch at 12 noon.
8-3-80
M. Schwartz, 104 College
--NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Courts, Murray; Gerald F.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
Chamberlain, baby girl Moore, Rt. 1, Box 234A, Almo;
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the Dex(Martha), Rt. 7, Box 85, Mur- Mrs. Thelma L. Reagan, Rt.6,
ter Center.
ray.
Box 339H, Murray; Mrs. EmEdwards, baby boy (Cyn- ma L. Hamilton, Rt. 1, Box 74,
Group A of Women's Tennis thia),
Rt. 1, Box 68, Spr- Dover, Tenn.
of Murray Country Club will ingville,
Tenn.
Mrs. Cora Dumas,631 Riley
play at 9:30 a.m. at the club
Ross, baby girl (Mary Court, Murray; Lowell E.
courts with a potluck luncheon Jane), Rt.
1, Paris,Tenn.
Walker, Rt. 1, Dexter;
to follow at the home of JeanDISMISSALS
Herbert Farris, 1311 Olive,
netta Williams.
Rebecca J. McCullar, 814 Murray; Mrs. Jetta Houston,
College Courts, Murray; Mrs. Rt. 4, Box 232, Murray; Mrs.
Eastwood Chistian Church, Sandra
J. Armstrong, Rt. 3, Lillian Irene Dick, Rt. 4, Box
Highway 94 East, will hold
Box 97, Mayfield; Lawrence 219, Murray.
registration day for 1980-81
Taylor, 9140 Suncrest Drive,
school year from 3to6 p.m.
Flint, Mich.; Casey Conger,
Murray-Calloway County 205 Wilson, Paris, Tenn.; 8-4-80
Keith T. Barrett, 120W. Main,
Girl Scout Leaders will hold
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Puryear, Tenn.
their first core meeting at 10
Crouch, baby boy (Dana),
James
Gary
Wallace,
2,
Rt.
a.m. at the Girl Scout cabin.
Box 12A2, Murray; Mrs. Anita Rt. 1, Box 214A, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Jo Ann Jones and baby girl,
805 South Fourth Street, Murray; Rhonda D. Chambers
and baby girl, Rt. 1, Box 72,
Farmington; James Michael
Randolph, 1705 Calloway,
Murray; Marty L. Mitchson,
Rt. I, Hardin.
Misty P. Freeman, Rt. 7,
Benton; David Elkins, Rt. 3,
Box 192, Murray; Mrs. Tressa
E. Heltsley, Rt. 1, Box 173A,
Hazel; Mrs. Glenda S. Littleton, Rt. 2, Box 161A, Paris,
THE ONLY 24-HOUR LOCAL(4
Tenn.; Mrs. Joy L. Morrison,
NATIONAL NEWS INFORMATION
A6 Mobile Home Village, MurSTATION IN MURRAY ASKS
ray.
THAT YOU HELPED US TO
Mrs. Elizabeth G. Hill, E5
HELP YOU...
Murray Manor, Murray;
Elroy Q. Sykes, Box 822, Murray; Clifton C. Key, 1621 West
Main, Murray; Tommy D.
Workman, Rt. 1, Box 175A,
PLEASE RETURN,YOUR
Murray; John T. Stafford, Rt.
POST-PAID
5, Murray.
CPOST-CARD TO US SOON!
Mrs. Lonie T. Eldridge, 214
Irvan, Murray; James Wesley'
Durham, Rt. 8, Benton; Ed
For questions or more inforrnation:
Tucker, Rt. 1, Box 548, HarContact Kathie Lyles 753-1916
din; Charlie Kimbro (ex'HBO Subscribers will rot•ivo o post pod ouosit000.,o
pired), Rt. 5, Box 176, Murpost cord with thok nem, monthly bill
ray; Charles L. Sparks (aspired),609 Ellis, Mil-ray.

RIM NEWS

GOLF WINNERS - Flight winners in the Ladies Club Championship at the Oaks
Country Club were, left to right, Carolyn Caldwell, championship, Burlene Brewer,
first
flight, and Peggy Noel, second flight. Not pictured is Marsha Hargrove, third flight.
Other winners in the Rights were Carita Lamb and Essie Caldwell, championship;
Murrelle Walker and Jeanie Morgan, first; Ada Sue Roberts and Doris Rose,
second;
Marilyn Herndon and Sherrie Mohon,third.

THE ACES®

IRA G CORN, JR

"It's not making money
first that's important, it's
making it last." -- Bob
Edwards.
Declarer had his money
ready to bank for making
today's vulnerable game.
Unluckily for him, he ran
into a temporary roadblock
and he lost his way in the
confusion.
West's diamond queen
went to East's ace and East
returned the suit to declarer's king. West's diamonds
were ready to run, but
declarer had few fears: he
could count on nine top running tricks.
Two of dummy's top clubs
were cashed and, when West
discarded a sneaky spade
three, declarer ran into his
detour. If he cashed another
high club, the suit would
block and dummy's fifth
club would be stranded
forever.
"Just my luck to run into
that kind of a break,"
lamented South. And noting
West's discouraging discard
of the spade three, declarer
took not only the bait, but
all of the hook too.
He tried the spade finesse
as a solution and that's
when West came to life. He
took his spade king and
three more diamonds and
the ice-cold game went one
down.
How should declarer have
survived the foul club
break?
By giving West his diamond tricks before he really
wanted them.
Instead of the spade
finesse (who can believe an
opponent's
discard?),
declarer should lead a third
round of diamonds from
dummy while declarer discards one of his suit-blocking clubs.

NORTH

8-II-A

•10 2
V 75
•7 6 4 3
•A K Q 4 2
WEST
•K 5 3
V J 94 2
•Q J 109 8

45

EAST
49 8 6 4
Q 108 3
•A 2
4..1 73

SOUTH
•A Q J 7
V A K6
•K 5
•10 9 8 6

Vulnerable: Both
South. The bidding.

Dealer

South
1 NT

Eait
All pass

West
Pass

Opening
queen

North
3 NT

lead: Diamond

West can cash his diamond winners for a defensive book, but declarer can
claim the rest for the end of
the rubber.

Bid with Core

South holds

8-11-B

•K 5 3
•J 9 4 2
•Q J t09 8

.5
North
1 II
2 NT

South
2•

Mrs. Joan Bowker, music
teacher for the Murray City
Schools, recently attended a
series of choral music
workshops held in Collinsville,
Ill. Outstanding clinicians
presented the newest choral
publications to music teachers
throughout St. Louis and the
surrounding areas.
Clinician Roger Emerson
presented many new
materials and techniques during the vocal Jazz and High
School Choral workshops.
Mrs. Bowker said "his superb
arrangements show the unmistakable stamp of his broad
experience as an educator and
professional musician."
The Murray teacher said
"Emerson's sensitive texts
and expressive melodies show
a natural instinct for relating
to the youth of today while his

ROBS GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Redgy Ross of
Route 1, Paris, Tenn., are the
parents of a baby girl, Martha
Jane, weighing eight pounds
12 ounces, born on Sunday,
Aug. 3, at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The mother is the former
Mary Jane Underwood.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. John Underwood of Covington, Tenn., and Mr. and
Mrs. Glendale Ross of Paris,
Tenn.

awareness of the problems
and techniques peculiar to this
age level make his arrangements
consistent
favorites with teachers
everywhere."
Doreen Rao was the clinician for the Elementary Music
Clinic. She is best known for
her outstanding work with
Glen Ellyn Children's Chorus
who not only perform on their
own, but also with the Chicago
Symphony Orchestra.
Mrs. Rao's teaching experience includes public
school junior high vocal music
in Bellwood, Ill., as well as
work with the Chicago All-City
High School Chorus. She is the
chairperson of the National
Standing Committee on
Children's Choirs for the
American Choral Directors
Association.

Pose for a beautiful momento
at

Portraits, Wedding Frames
One Day Processing
118 So. 12th-753-0035

Students shouldn't have to
worry about paying for
Hospital or Doctor bills.

Blue Cross
Blue Shield
01 Kentucky

And neither should parents.
With all their studies.'social activities and decisions fothe
future to worry about. college-aged students don't need the
added burden of potential hospital or medical bills
And neither do their parents.
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Kentucky can help-with a
pre-paid health care plan designed specifically for college
aged students This Student Plan offers comprehensive
hospital benefits plus surgical and medical benefits, so
it gives the students the protection they need and
parents the peace of mind they want
To be eligible for the Student Program you must
be a full-time student: enrolled in a Kentucky
college or university. junior college, vocational.
business„ nursing or-practical nursing school.
or. a Kentucky resident attending an accredited
out-of-state school, and. under 27 years old
If you're a student who dualities, or a parent
of such a student. use the coupon below to
write for complete details about the Blue
Cross and Blue Shield Student Plan
Rim Ms. Blue Cross Asen • •114.0 Mark Blue Stns., Assn

ANSWER: Four hearts.
This is a hefty two heart raise
and North's game try makes
the hand even better. Three
hearts is pessimistic and
would deny values to justify a
game gamble.

Complete and mail this coupon to. Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Kentucky
9901 Linn Station Road. Louisville, KY 40223
Please send me complete details about the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Student Plan
I am EA college-,aged student EParent of a college-aged student
Name
Address

Send bridge questions to The Aces,
l'O Box 12363. Dallas. Texas 75225,
with self-addressed stamped envelope
or reply

City
Zip
I am presently a member of Blue Cross and Blue Shield My Certificate Numbvi

Keep In Touch With The

IME TIEA
Don't leave school this fall without subscribing to The Murray Ledger &
Times Newspaper. Keep in touch with local and county news of friends,
family and community- all a part of the Home Team.
STUDENT
SUBSCRIPTION

$2950
Anywhere in the
U.S. for 9 months

Enclosed is my check for $29.50 for a student subscription for nine months.

NAME
SCHOOL
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE

ZIP

the
Mur
ray Ledger & Times
103 N. 4th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071
753-1916
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Letters To The Editor

Answer To Question
Dear Editor
Reverend Jerrell White's question in
this paper of Wednesday, August 6,
"how could a County Attorney recommend and a District Judge impose such
a minor punishment" in an illegal
possession of alcohol for resale case in
Calloway District Court certainly
deserves an answer. I recommended
the sentence to the Court upon a guilty
plea by the Defendant, and I take full
responsibility for it.
My recommendation and the
sentence imposed by the Court was the
minimum by law for first offense, and it
was a $20 fine, 30 days in the County Jail
suspended for one year on condition
Defendant not violate the local option
law and, in addition, Defendant was required by the Court to post a $1,000 bond
to be forfeited should defendant violate
the local option statute.
I agreed to this with Defendant's
Counsel because I seriously doubted
that I could win a conviction before a
jury in this case. The problem, as in
almost all cases of this type, is that the
Police and Sheriff's Department cannot
find persons willing to buy alcoholic
beverages and to then make a sworn affidavit before a Judge and testify in
front of a jury as to their purchase. We,
\therefore, have to rely on "confidential
informants",someone who will make a
buy and bring it to the Sheriff and tell
him who he purchased it from. The
Sheriff or Police Officer can then make
a sworn affidavit not naming the informant but alleging that he is a reliable
informant who has given information in
the past which resulted in a conviction.
With this the Police Office can obtain a
search warrant and "raid" Defendant's
premises, confiscate the alcoholic
beverages and charge the Defendant
with illegal possession for purpose of
resale.
My problem is that I cannot produce
the person at trial who made the "buy"
because the person is unwilling to expose himself, and I cannot even tell the
jury that a "buy" was made. I must
prove the Defendant guilty based solely
upon the amount of alcoholic beverages
found in the search. The law presumes
that one who is in possession of a large
quantity of alcoholic beverages in dry
option territory possesses the alcoholic
beverages for purposes of resale and
defendant must show that he possessed
the alcoholic beverages for his own use.
In this case a buy was allegedly made

Cornmendation
Dear Editor,
The question of my August 6 letter to
your paper has been answered. A more
complete reporting of other facets of
the case under question would have
given your readers a more balanced
view of the situation. (For example,
that a $1,000.00 bond was imposed on
the one pleading guilty. I later found
this in Saturday's paper.
Our court system and officials are to
be commended for giving a jail
sentence and a fine in another case of
one found guilty of illegal possession
and sale of alcohol. A penalty of this
nature is a deterent to this type of
crime. This case was reported on the
back page of your August 2 paper. Since
I had written earlier regarding the
disposition of a case, I wanted to now
give equal attention to a stiff sentence
given for bootlegging.
Also I want to publically commend
our court and especially our District
Judge for the wisdom, compassion, and
yet sterness with which he has dealt
with the many persons brought before
him because of alcohol related problems or persons who could be called
"products of the brewers art."
Jerrell White, Pastor
Memorial Baptist Church
906 Main
Murray, Ky.

from the Defendant by a confidential informant. A search warrant was obtained, and the Sheriff's return shows that
he found on Defendant's premises "four
6-packs of Miller Hi-Life beer." The
Defendant was charged with illegal
possession for resale. While the Sheriff
was on the premises the defendant
drove up with 48 half-pints of whiskey,8
half-pints of vodka, and a case of beer
in his vehicle, and the Sheriff charged
him with an additional charge of illegal
transportation of alcoholic beverages in
a dry option territory.
Of course, it is not illegal to possess
alcoholic beverages in Calloway County
so long as it is for private use. Since I
could not present a person to the jury
who made the buy from the Defendant
or even tell the jury that a buy had been
made, I would have had to convince the
jury that Defendant's possession of four
6-packs of beer on his premises constitutted "possession for resale" simply
from the quantity in his possession and
in order to convict Defendant of illegal
transportation of alcoholic beverages
that his possession of alcoholic
beverages in his vehicle were there for
purposes of resale. I believed that this
would have been difficult to do and
thought that the jury might find the
defendant not guilty. I also thought "a
bird in hand was worth two in the bush"
and that a suspended 30-day jail
sentence and a $1,000 bond would act as
a determent to him in the future not to
violate the local option law. I still think
that what I did was the proper thing to
do under the circumstances.
The very same day that Defendant pled guilty I prosecuted another bootlegging case in District Court in front of a
jury. In that case, which was also the
result of an affidavit by a Deputy
Sheriff based on a buy from a confidential informant. The Sheriff found 783
cans of beer, a large quantity of paper
beer and whiskey bags, two fifths of
whiskey, and a police scanner. The
Defendant also was a second offender
having been previously convicted of
violation of the local option law, a fact
which can be presented to the jury.
After lengthy deliberation,the jury convicted the Defendant and sentenced
him to 60 days in jail and a $100 fine for
the bootlegging charge and 12 months
and a $500 fine for possession of a police
scanner for facilitation of criminal activity. Again, the quantity of the
alcoholic beverages found on the Defendant's premises, along with the
paraphenalia and circumstances involved were sufficient to convince the
jury that the Defendant held the
alcoholic beverages for purpose of
resale although the Commonwealth
could not tell the jury that a confidential informant had purchased beer from
the Defendant.
I trust that the foregoing explanation
will be sufficient for Reverend White as
well as others. A prosecutor must use
his discretion in deciding whether to try
a case or settle it and allow the Defendant to plead guilty in exchange for a
lighter sentence than might be imposed
by a jury. The strength of the Commonwealth's case against the Defendant determines whether this should be
done in most instances. The people are
always entitled to know why a particular case was resolved without going
to trial, and I welcome inquiries into
any case handled by this office either
by phone, letter, or a letter to the editor
such as was done in this matter. The
public may not always agree with the
reasons for not going to trial, but at
least they will know why the prosecutor
acted as he did, and this is much better
than rumor, speculation, or charges of
favoritism by the prosecutor.
Sincerely,
Max W. Parker,
Calloway Co. Attorney
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Headline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose Is to answer questions and solve problems. If you have a
question or a problem not answered in
these columns, write to Headline, 114
East Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. You will receive a prompt reply,
but you must include a self-addressed,
stamped envelope. The most useful
replies wW be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: My wife and I purchased cemetery plots a few years ago
here in Muncie, Indiana. Now, we have
decided to move to either Florida or
Arizona, and we are trying to get our
things in order before we move. We
have no really strong desire to be
buried in Muncie, as our children all
live in other states. We know that we
could probably sell the plots, but we
would like to know if there is any such
thing as exchange or transfer of
cemetery plots. G.W.
ANSWER: Maybe. There is a "Lot
Exchange Dollar Plan," according to
the National Association of Cemeteries,
1911 N. Fort Myer Dr., Suite 409, Arlington, VA 22209. You might check to
see if the cemetery in which you purchased lots participates in this exchange plan or something similar.
(Something to ask if you are planning to
purchase a plot, also) But, be careful.
Do not exchange blindly. You want to
check out the cemetery which contains
the plots you would receive in the exABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be.

Bible Thought
I hate, I despise your feast days,
and I will not smell in your solemn
assemblies. Amos 5:21.
Celebrations and high holy days
are no substitute for right living
Let righteousness roll down as a
mighty stream

Washington Today
An AP News Analysis
By WALTER R. MEARS
Al'Special Correspondent
NEW YORK (AP) — It's a catchy
slogan, just right for a Democratic conventioneer's campaign button: Open
Convention.
There'll be more slogans coming, as
in: "free the delegates, let them vote
their consciences, make the
Democratic National Convention a
body that can deliberate and not just a
rubber stamp.
The only trouble with all of that is
that Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, just like
President Carter, spent six months and
a good many million campaign dollars
trying to close the same convention by
winning enough delegates to make its
nomination a foregone conclusion.
Carter succeeded.
That's why Kennedy is campaigning
now to open the convention he would
have preferred to see closed in his own
name. Unless the commitments of the
delegates are erased before the
nomination roll call next Wednesday,
Kennedy loses.

The numbers are simple: Carter has
1,986 delegates on his side, and it will
take only 1,666 to win him renomination. Kennedy has 1,234.
Kennedy didn't begin his campaign
against Carter advocating an open convention. He began it as a hefty favorite
in the polls, a challenger many
Democrats considered a sure bet to
lock up the nomination during the
presidential primary elections.
And in moments of candor, his own
people will confess that their current
demands for an open convention in
which delegates wouldn't be bound to
candidates would have a bit more logic
to them had the challenger taken that
position before he lost the majority to
Carter.
Carter won 24 presidential primaries
and gained 9.9 million votes in the pro
cess. Kennedy won 10 and received 7.3
million votes. Carter has reported spending $17.3 million on that campaign,
Kennedy $14.3 million. All the effort and
all the money werispent for one simple
purpose: to close the convention by winning the nomination in advance.
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That puts logic on Carter's side as he
says he does not plan to release his
delegates. "I ran in all the primaries,
all the caucuses," he said Monday
night. "In that intense competition, I
won about 60 percent of the commitments of delegates.... These are not
my delegates. They're the Democratic
voters'delegates."
The open convention argument goes
that times have changed since most of
those delegates were chosen, and that
Carter is in deep political trouble
against Ronald Reagan. That may be,
though the president validly notes that
he isn't as far behind in the current
public opinion polls as he was ahead in
those taken four years ago at this time.
He wound up winning the 1976 election
by a scant three percentage mints.
"This so-called open convention,
which is a phrase that's been used by
Senator Kennedy and others and picked
up broadly by the press, is a gross
misnomer," Carter said. "What they
actually are calling for Is a brokered
convention."
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change. We are sure you would not
want to exchange your plots to ones
located in the middle of the Sonora
Desert, which would only be visited by
gila monsters and rattlesnakes; nor do
you want to wind up with a plot 8 inches
under water in Florida in the "IckyGooey"swamp.
As we understand, this exchange plan
through the association mentioned is
only available if the cemeteries are
over 75 miles apart and there is a $1,500
limit.
HEARTLINE: A few weeks ago, you
had something in your column about a
retirement catalogue which listed
various types of literature that would
be of interest to persons retired or approaching retirement. I cut out the clipping, meaning to order one, but accidently threw it away. Please reprint
the address for me. K.P.
ANSWER: You are referring to
Heartline's Retirement Catlogue. The
catalogue contains a listing of all the
free literature available from
Headline, as well as a list of all
Heartline GUidebooks and a description of each. It also contains literature
available from other sources, and a
long list of books available on the subjects of retirement and aging. To
receive your copy, send $1.00 to
Heartline's Retirement Catalogue, 114
East Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381.
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With six years of operation, the Murray Gas System reported a
year's profit of $44,403 from a $291,000 volume of natural gas sales.
Supt. John Bryant pointed out in the report that the system also
had a book value of $53,283, probably accounting for the company
offering cash bonuses ranging in value from $5 to $25 for installation of gas appliances. Before the end of the year the bonus ante
jumped $5 to $50, prompting a bit of inter-city business competition between the two city-owned utilities, gas and electric.
The friction apparently sparked the Murray Electric Board
chairman, Beale Outland, to announce a rate reduction of 9.6 per
cent to a low of 2 cents a kilowatt hour of energy, effecting an
overall savings to users of $51,079.
Despite the energy savings, the business slump of 1962 resulted
in the Murray Manufacturing Company laying off 150 workers of
the 580 hourly work force the week of June 14, according to an
announcement made by Bob Wyman, plant manager. Even with
the sizable decline, the work force far exceeded the work crew
originally predicted for the Murray operation. Another indication
of the slumping trend was the blanket sales being held by Murray
stores featuring 10 per cent reductions on every item offered for
sale and intermittently repeated bargains through most of the year.
With spring graduation at Murray State, one of Murray's most
talented young ladies, Diane Elkins, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. C.
(Dub) Elkins, received special recognition for her perfect collegiato
scholastic record of 4, in addition to numerous other collegiate
honors. Miss Elkins made plans to enter Baylor University School
of Medicine.

Two other distinguished young ladies, Frances Armstrong and
Ruth Fulkerson, were bestowed State FFA degrees in a recognition
exercise at,,Lexington June 5-7. Frances is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Lee Armstrong of Lynn Grove, and Ruth the danghter
of the M. W. Fulkersons of Almo community.
High cost of living, in fact set a record in 1962, may have been
a factor in the releasing from active duty Co. M, 398th Regiment,
100th Division, the county training unit called up the previous
year. Company M was relieved from active duty Aug. 1, 1962,
after a year's growling experience at Fort Chaffee, Ark., and .Fort
Polk, La. The Cuban crisis was Cooling.

To Be Continued
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Sgt. Richard Morris Seymon, 20, was
killed in action in Vietnam on Aug. 7.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Bell
on Almo Route 1 was destroyed by fire
on Aug.9 about 10 p.m.
The Calloway County Schools will
open on Aug. 21, accordinglo William
B. Miller, superintendent. School principals are Howard Crittenden,
Calloway High; Bob Allen, New Concord; Freed Curd, Lynn Grove; M. B.
Rogers Kirksey ; James Feltner,
Hazel; Billy Outland, Faxon; Thomas
Rushing, Almo.
The Murray Art Guild will sponsor
the Arts and Crafts show on Aug. 15 and
16 at the Conservation Education
Center in Land Between the Lakes.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Greenfield announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Cyndi, to Joe Pat Cohoon, son of Mr.
and Mrs. John E. Cohoon.
The Murray Pony League All Stars
advanced to the finals of the regional
'
tournament in Lafayette, Ind., before.
being eliminated by a team from
Garden City, Mich. Johnny Williams, Ray Lane, and Charley Rains were the
Murray pitchers.
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The Murray Manufacturing Company resumed operations today, according to Verne 0. Kyle, general
manager. Employees will be called
back to work as rapidly as work
schedules can be developed.
Deaths reported include Edd Ellis,
67,and Mrs. Jim Adams,66.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Pat Farley and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Oddfeld.
Ronnie Edwards is the leading hitter
with a .481 average in the Pony
Baseball League here. Bud Nall is so
cond with an average of .417.
Mrs. Guy Battle presided at the
meeting of the Grace Wyatt Circle of
the College Presbyterian Church held
at the church.
E. S. Dluguid and Company,406 Main
Street, Murray, has two twin size maple
finished Jenny Lind beds listed as selling for $18 in its ad this week.

30 Years Ago
Arthur Barber, blind musician from
Memphis,Tenn., will conduct the music
at the annual revival meeting at the
Hazel Methodist Church. The Rev. W.
L. Underwood of Parsons, Tenn., will
be the speaker.
"Mrs. Edd Adams has her old job
back at the local draft board. It is really
a bustling place these days," from the
column, "Seen & Heard Around Murray" by James C. Williams.
Charlene Orr, daughter of Mrs.
Laverne Orr, has accepted a position as
instructor in physical education at
Winslow High School, Winslow,
Arizona.
The marriage of Miss Bobbie Sue
Orr, daughter of Mrs. Laverne Orr, and
Eugene Allbritten, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Rudy Allbritten, all of Murray, took
place on Aug.4 in Dallas,Texas.
Mr. and Mrs. B. W. Miller announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Lowell, to
James E.Smith of Nashville,Tenn.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Wilkerson on Aug. 4, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. George E. Parker
on Aug. 4, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Mott on Aug. 4.

Today In History
Today is Monday, Aug. 11, the 224th
day of 1980. There are 142 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Aug. 11, 1954, a formal peace announcement was made in Indochina,
ending more than seven years of
fighting between the French and the
Communist Vietminh.
On this date:
In 1857, the first trans-Atlantic cable
broke after 335 miles had been laid.
In 1935, Nazi storm troopers staged
mass demonstrations against Jews in
Germany.
In 1941, President Franklin Roosevelt
and British Prime Minister Winston
Churchill signed the "Atlantic
Charter," on a warship in the western
Atlantic.
In 1965, rioting and looting broke out
in the predominantly black Watts sec- •
tion of Los Angeles.
Ten years ago: West German'
Chancellor Willy Brandt arrived in
Moscow to sign a nonagression and
cooperation treaty with the Soviet
Union.
Five years ago: The United States
vetoed the proposed admission of North
and South Vietnam to the United Na..,.
..
Pons.
One year ago: Vietnam told a delega-.
Lion of visiting American lawmakers it.
would allow U.S. planes to pick up hurl.:
dreds of refugees who were awaiting
reunification with their families in the:
.
.
United States.
TRday's birthdays: Writer Alex:
Haley Is 59 years old. Actor Lloyd Nolani
1s77.
Thought for today: They that rove..
the most make the least noise. -- J .
Selden (1584-1654)
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Farmers, Others invited
To Agricultural Field Day
Farmers, county Extension
agents and pesticide dealers
throughout the state are invited to an agricultural field
day featuring reports on weed
control research conducted by
the University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture being
held August 14 at the West
Kentucky Substation near
Princeton.
Weed control research in
'progress and projects completed will be covered, according to Bill Witt, Extension
weed control specialist.
Extension and research
specialists will discuss

research results and their application in growing venous
crops.
Starting time for the event
will be 9:15 am. CDT, with a
meeting lasting until noon,
and research information
tours will begin at approximately 1 p.m.
Tour presentations will include such topics as herbicide
incorporation, control of
various weeds in soybeans and
corn, weed problems in Kentucky and UK College of
Agriculture services available
pertaining to weed control and
herbicides.

Gardening Tips from Extension Specialists at the
University of Kentucky College of Agriculture
As of February 23, of this ors who have drenched the
year. this column became of land with the tears of
age. On that date 21 years mothers and fathers and
ago, It first appeared on the fertilized it with the blood
printed page and has been and bones of their sons.
In continuous publication
And. "that's all. folks."
ever since. But like about
everything else on this good
earth of beginnings and endings, it must now come to a
close. For like the column.Its
writer has finally -become of
age.- too, and is now entering that wonderful realm of
ATLANTA, Ga. — The KenMedicare and not so wonder- tucky Department of
ful or enticing state of retireAgriculture and Murray State
ment.
So. when you fail to find University will receive $30,000
this weekly piece In your in federal marketing funds to
newspaper In the future. provide market news to
you'll know the reason why. farmers eight hours a day, acThe original purpose of cording to P.R. Smith, assissecretary
for
Short Rows was to detail the tant
lighter side of farm life with transportation and marketing
short items of fact and fancy services with the U.S. Departand I've had a lot of fun ment of Agriculture.
doing It during its some 21
Smith said, at Washington,
years and five months of D.C., that the funds are being
existence. Through It and In
provided through the federalthe meantime. I have met state marketing improvement
dozens and dozens of good
program, which is adpeople and have received
ministered by the Agricultural
hundreds of delightful
Marketing Service. Under the
letters, many of which conprogram, states request funds
tained valuable and interestfor marketing projects and
ing information that was
used in the column. To all match approved grants with
these fine people, my col- state funds.
The Kentucky Department
leagues with the University
of Kentucky College of Agri- of Agriculture will provide
culture, and others whose Murray State University with
support kept me in business market news information on
all these years, go my very crops and livestock. The inforspecial thanks and deepest mation will be taken from
appreciation.
USDA wire service reports,
A lot of my stuff has been local market news reporters
unorthodox I know and
and other sources. The universomething less than scien- sity will broadcast the infortific, but really not all of It
mation on a fixed sChedule
was intended to be law and
during an eight-hour period.
gospel and lobe taken seriAbout 20 counties in western
ously. In writing on serious Kentucky and 20 counties in
subjects. I tried to keep the
Tennessee will receive the
terminology serious but at
market news information on
the same time attempted to
an FM radio frequency. Proavoid dullness.
ducers and buyers who use the
Outside of making a livservice will be able to buy FM
ing. a writer has two main
receivers at cost.
reasons forwriting. One purpose Is to impart Information and the other is to get
the information read. If it
isn't read the time and effort
spent in writing has been
wasted.And whatever is written will not be read If it is not
presented in an attractive
and interesting manner.
Most of the time in writing
Short Rows and its companion column. Outdoor Lore. I
have tried to be both informative and entertaining
at the same time.
It Is with much regret that
I must hereafter forego this
weekly stint and Ill certainly
miss all you wonderful readers and friends, but as mentioned before there must be
a stopping place somewhere PROTECT YOUR CHILDREN
and this is It.
Rural America is a good place
But before I conclude this to rear children. It can also be a
final column. there Is one place for them to get hurt. A
more thought which I wish ev simple precautions can
to leave. The thought Is not help assure your children a
entirely original. but It re- long life. Keep them away from
flects my beliefs and opin- farm equipment • Supervise
ions entirely with respect to them in new chores until you
farmers and farming. It goes are satisfied they can do them
something like this: Ills not safely • Make grain bins,
known when he that in- silos, livestock facilities, etc.,
vented the plow was born. strictly off-limits • Have renor when he died. Yet this sponsible supervision at the
man,most assuredly a farm- swimming hole • Teach them
er. effected more for the bicycle safety, especially for
happiness and good welfare public roads •
Teach them
of mankind than the whole what to do
and how to get help
race of heroes and conquer- WI an
eineigent.y.

Laws and Government Regulations

Attention Wanted On Impact To Families
Many Kentuckians and
other Americans wnt Congress and the President to pay
more attention to the impact
that laws and government
regulations have on families.
This is the No. 1 recommendation of 650 delegates from
Kentucky and other Central
States who attended a conference on families sponsored
by the White House earlier
this summer in Minneapolis.
"The concern focuses on
developing government
policies that will be helpful
rather than harmful to
families," said Bob Fetsch
who was one of 27 Kentucky
delegates to the conference.
Fetsch is an Extension
specialist in human development and family relations
with the University of Ken-

two or more persons related
tucky College of Agriculture.
One of the highlights of the by blood, heterosexual marconference, according to riage, adoption or extended
Fetsch, was a presentation on families.
The National Pro-Family
the interrelationship of the
family and public policy. Coalition lobbied for its definiKinsey Green, executive tion. Green espoused the
director of the American broader definition of AHEA:
"The family unit is two or
Home Economics Association
(AHEA), discussed 13 serious more persons who share
problems of families, in- resources, share responsibilicluding inflation, unemploy- ty for decisions, share values
ment, scarcity of natural and goals, and have commitresources, the increasing ment to one another over time.
number of women in the work The family is the climate one
'comes home to' and it is this
force and communications.
"Government is involved in network of sharing and comall of these problems, influen- mitments that most accuratecing causes and solutions," ly describes the family network, regardless of blood,
Fetsch said.
" What is a family? Con- legal ties, adoption or marference delegates were divid- riage."
ed on this question, voting 293
Conference delegates, by a
to 264 for defining a family as 530 to 28 margin, voted to
recommend that laws and
regulations by analyzed in
terms of their impact on
families. The statement said
that many government
policiesare anti-family, including the marriage penalty
of the federal income tax,
Veterinarian's office by the foster care policies and
veterinarian who does the vac- medicare payments that favor
institutional care over family
cinating.
All a herd owner has to do is care,and welfare laws that recontact his veterinarian when quire the father to leave home
he has animals of proper age for his family to receive
for vaccination. It is the herd assistance.
The No. 2 recommendation
owner's responsibility to keep
accurate birth records of to Congress and the President
calves. The veterinarian is is expressed in a strong antiresponsible for following pro- discrimination statement
per vaccination procedures, which received 521 yes votes
identifying the calves as of- and 39 no votes.
A large majority of the
ficial vaccinates, and for sending records to the state delegates agreed: "It should
be reiterated that federal,
veterinarian's office.

Cattle Producers Miss Bet
Au Department, MSU By Not Using Vaccination

To Receive $30,000
In Marketing Funds

SAFETY CORNER

AGRICULTURAL LOANS
Assistance for farm purchases, form refinance, convert short-term to long-term, livestock and machinery.
Minimum $150,000. Cali toll free:
1-1106-220-271112
..
American Alliellwed lat.
214S Se. 132ad St.
Owasbe, illembeesint 141144

Kentucky cattle producers
are missing a bet by not taking
advantage of the Brucellosis
calfhood vaccination program
sponsored and paid for by the
Kentucky Department of
Agriculture.
Don LaBore, an Extension
veterinarian in the University
of Kentucky College of
Agriculture and coordinator of
brucellosis information for
Kentucky, said there are not
enough calves being vaccinated. to produce adequate
resistance to the disease in
cattic herds. This situation exists despite the fact that the
state veterinarian's office in
Frankfort furnishes Strain 19
vaccine free of charge to practicing veterinarians and pays
the veterinarians for vaccinating calves.
"Although it does not produce 100 percent immunity,
vaccination of heifer calves at
two to six months of age will
greatly increase the
resistance to the infection in
the cattle population of Kentucky, LaBore said. "That
would make it much easier to
eradicate the disease from
cattle."
A herd owner can profit
from calfhood vaccination
because it will develop
resistance in his cattle, reducing risk of having his herd
wiped out by brucellosis, according to the Extension
veterinarian. Vaccination also
will improve the market for
his heifer calves.
Some states prohibit importation of female cattle that
have not been calfhood vaccinated against Brucellosis.
Other states are considering
such a ban.
Kentucky's heifer feeder
calves
are
being
discriminated
against
because of quarantine restrictions imposed on them at
points of destination in feedlot
states, said LaBore. Most of
the feeder calves produced in
Kentucky move out of state to
be finished for the slaughter
market.

A Consumer Tip
from Extension Specialists at
the UK College of Agriculture
Eggs are especiallyvalued
for the amount and high
quality protein they contain
For maximum freshness
and flavor, refrigerate soon
After purchase. store In
clean air-tight containers
and 000k within a week,sug
gest Extension foods and
nutrition specialists with
UK's College of Agriculture.

doing volunteer work for nonprofit organizations. They also
voted by large margins to
recommend parental involvement in the development of all
education policies, and to
eliminate the inequities in the
federal income tax laws and
regulations that penalize married couples when both husband and wife are employed.
One
recommendation
specifically involves farmers
and farmland. It states: "We
recommend that the president
propose and-or Congress
enact legislation to abolish
federal estate tax of estates
valued under one million
dollars when inherited by
spouses and-or their children.
Furthermore, special considerations must be given to

the inflated value of
farmland."
In all, 50 recommendations
were approved by delegates to
the conference on families in
Minneapolis. Similar conferences were held in
Baltimore and Los Angeles.
Recommendations from the
three conferences will go to a
task force which will make a
final report to the President
and Congress.
Kentucky's representative
on the task force is Cindy
Benassi, research analyst in
human resources with the
state government in
Frankfort. She holds a
masters degree from the
Department of Family Studies
in the University of Kentucky
College of Home Economics.

LAND BANK
Outpost Office
At The

Murray
PCA Office Building
Hours:
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. Tuesdays Only!
If you would liketo discuss long-term financin talk to us!

*Extra Low Prices
*Erection Available
*Free Delivery On Drying Pkg.
Up To 50 Miles
*Many Murray Area Satisfied Customers
*Outside Salesman To Assist
In On-Farm Layout And Price Quotes.

425 W Reelfoot Ave.
Union City, In.
Phone 901-885-5251

For As Low As

Per Bushel

Calfhood vaccination is
practically a "must" for dairy
animals to move interstate,
according to LaBore.
Only official vaccination is
recognized. This means that
only heifer calves two to six
months of age can be vaccinated. They must be vaccinated by a licensed
veterinarian and identified
with the official tattoo. Vaccination records must be
reported to the State

2=ti)

state and local governments
and the people of this nation
will not tolerate racism and
unfair discrimination in community services of any kind.
Basic social policies should
also insure equity and social
justice for all individuals
regardless of race, sex, age,
handicap, religion
and
cultural tradition and values.
This includes government
responsibility to help those
who do not have adequate
resources to help themselves.
Two of the top 15 recommendations dealt with the problems of alcohol and drug
abuse. One of the proposals of
conference delegates is to levy
a two percent tax on sales of
alcholic beverages and •
related License fees, retaining
the revenue in the counties for
treatment and prevention programs, that the legal age for
alcohol consumption be raised
to 21, and that labels warning
of dangers of alcohol consumption be placed on alcohol
beverage containers.
Three of the top 15 dealt with
the handicapped, and a like
number with problems of the
elderly.
Many delegates at the conference felt that community
advisory commissions should
assist the Federal Communications Commission in
evaluating the impact of
television programs on the
moral standards and values of
families,according to Fetsch.
A majority of delegates
voted to expand the present 15
percent tax deduction for child
care expenses when incurred
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Clerc Wins Clay Court Championship

Purcell's Dream Falls Short
By STEVE HERMAN
AP Sports Writer
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) —
Mel Purcell's longshot dream
fell a little short, but his runnerup finish in the U.S. Open
Clay Court tennis tournament
still put the Kentuckian in
rather select company.
Only one other player, Jimmy Connors in 1973, ever had
reached the finals in any major tournament after having to
earn his way into the starting
field through qualifying matches.
No one had ever done it in
the Clay Court tourney.
Purcell breezed through
three qualifying rounds last
week, then stunned one opponent after another until he ran
up against Argentina's JoseLuis Clerc in the final Sunday.
"I was pleased," Purcell
said, notwithstanding the 7-5,
6-3 loss to the eighth-seeded
Clerc. "I played well at times,

MEL PURCELL grimaces during a frustrating moment in his 7-5, 6-3 loss to Jose-Luis
Clerc in the final match of the U.S. Clay Court Championships in Indianapolis yesterday.
Associated Press Photo

Nicklaus Wins Fifth PGA
Title, Ties Hagen's Total
By TOM SEPPY
AP Sports Writer
ROCHESTER, N.Y.(AP) —
Jack Nicklaus, noting the
historic significance, said he
couldn't have been happier to
tie the record of the great
Walter Hagen by winning his
fifth PGA championship at
Oak Hill Country Club,
Hagen's home course.
And now, with 17 major professional titles in his possession, including his fourth U.S.
Open in June. Nicklaus looks
forward to setting additional
records in the future.
"My goals have not changed
after today," the 40-year-old
Nicklaus said after winning
the 62id PGA Championship
Sunday with a four-day total of
274, a record-breaking seven
strokes ahead of Andy Bean.
"I've always wanted to win as
many majors as I can, and
once you tie a record, then you
want to beat the record."
Nicklaus, who plays a
limited schedule on the tour,
said he would go to Merion,
Ohio, next year and seek an
unprecedented fifth U.S. Open
title and then to Atlanta for a
record-breaking attempt on a
sixth PGA championship.
"I've always enjoyed a
sense of history, and Hagen
being from here couldn't have
made me happier," Nicklaus
said. "I didn't know Hagen
well, although I met him a
couple of times. I feel very
proud to have done it here."
Nicklaus, who was a nonwinner for nearly two years
before winning the U.S. Open
at Baltusrol, defended his
limited schedule, suggesting
that his two victories in the
four major tournaments — the
others are the Masters and the
British Open — justified his
decision.
"I made the schedule
change because I love golf and

wanted to play for a long
time," he said. "I knew if I
kept a regular schedule, I
wouldn't do that. I had lust
lost my incentive for tournaments, but I never lost it for
the majors.
"After what happened, it
was right for me," he said.
"I'll play a long time."
Lee Trevino, one of the
favorites
pretournament
because he had defeated
Nicklaus and won the 1968 U.S.
Open at Oak Hill, lauded the
performance of the Golden
Bear.
"He's unbelievable," said
Trevino, who finished seventh
with a 285. "He waited 12
years to beat me here.
"I never thought he was
finished," he said, alluding to
the Nicklaus dry spell. ' But
I'm his No. 1 fan. He's still the

player he used to be, it all
depends on how much time he
wants to spend on his game.
The best thing that could have
happened is that he didn't win
for two years when he had all
those outside interests. Now
he has them all established
and he's playing more golf
now.
"He's got to be the golfer of
the year. He's got my vote,"
Trevino said. "Tom's had a
fantastic year but the Bear is
hungry."
Tom Watson, Player of the
Year for the past three years
and winner of five tournaments and the British Open
thus far in 1980,finished with a
67 Sunday to tie for 10th with a
288. Following Bean, who had
70-281, were Lon Hinkle and
Dr. Gil Morgan, who were tied
at 29.3. Hinkle shot 75, and
Morgan closed with a 72.

March Goes On Against Time

Time has a curious way of
steering our perceptions of the
course of events. It is all too
frequently an unfair

Murray's Mel Purcell was
anxiously preparing to meet
the flight designated for his
first Junior Davis Cup tournament this summer — one he
would later win easily.
In the meantime, an ABC
advance for golf's U.S. Open
flashed almost unnoticed over
the television screen in the
background. Then a burst of
excitement grabbed Purcell's
attention when the sequence
showed Jack Nicklaus sinking
a 72-footer for the 72-hole
record and the championship
David Hibbitts
at Baltusrol in 1967 — 13 years
Sports Editor
ago.
Murray Ledger & Times
At the time, it seemed like
barometer of how much a man 130 years ago, as much as
has progressed or ebbed in his Nicklaus' game was in apskills over different spans.
parent decline.
Only a couple of months ago,
It was then that Purcell,
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Parents willing to assist in:
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is ranked 155th in the world.
Clerc, a rising star on the
pro tennis circuit who has
turned in recent victories over
Connors and McEnroe,earned
$28,000 with the victory.
Purcell, who turned pro on his
21st birthday three weeks ago,
took home 414,000 from the
$350,000 purse.
"He's a good player and he
has a good passing shot,"
Clerc said of Purcell. "He
made it very tough for me today — much tougher than it
was against McEnroe (a week
earlier at South Orange,
N.J.)."
Leading 5-4 in the first set,
Purcell had Clerc at set point
three times. Clerc, who will be
22 next Saturday, rallied to
win that game, then won the
next 14 points to take the set.
Purcell won the first game
of the second set on a service
break, but Clerc came right
back to tie it at 1-1 on another

break. Clem, seeded eighth,
won three more games before
Purcell, trying to save the
match, made a final rally.
Clerc vapped up the match
on his owls serve.
Purcen, the 1979 Pan
American Games champion,
said: "I feel a little dejected.
But he outplayed me. I have
no excuses."
"At the first of the game, I

was nervous," he said. "When
I got the lead, instead of being
aggressive I got too tentative.
He put the pressure on me,
and I couldn't do anything
about it."
On Saturday, top-seeded
Chris Evert Lloyd won her
sixth women's Clay Court
championship with a 6-4, 6-3
victory over 15-year-old An-

Sullivan Puts Game
Together For Win
In Shriners Tourney

"I was not making the 20By DAVID HIBBITTS
footers today, but I was makSports Editor
It was victory at last, and a ing all the short ones," he
fun one at that, for the said. "Yesterday, I hit two or
homegrown boy, Lynn three long ones."
Sullivan's steadiness on hitSullivan, yesterday in the 12th
annual Shiners Tournament ting the greens in regulation
kept him out of too much trouat the Murray Country Club.
Starting the day with a one- ble, he noted,as he hit about 14
stroke lead after a first round each day.
His only scare of the final
72, Sullivan allowed it to slip
away by three shots before day came when Alan Gray
clutching it back and holding came storming through the
on to win by one with a three- first four holes to go threeunder par while Sullivan had
over par 147 36-hole total.
He finished ahead of a trio of gone two over and had lost his
golfers who shared second lead by three shots.
But Gray nosedived to a 77
place, including Dwight Mills,
Bill Hives and Eddie Glees, to and a fourth place finish while
Sullivan edged his three
win his first tournament.
Having been tabbed as one closest rivals.
John Solomon shot a final
of the obvious favorites in the
148-player field, Sullivan knew round 76 to win the first flight
the course as well as anybody, with a total score of 157, two
having played on it from the shots ahead of Gene Landolt
and Tommy Fike.
time he learned the game.
The second flight was won
But lately, his scoring had
been slipping away from him by Vernon Cohoon on a coin
as he finished with a disap- flip after he finished in a tie
pointing 156 total, 17 strokes with Leon Redmon with scores
off the winning score, in the of 166 after final round 79s.
In the third flight, Bob
MCC Invitational two weeks
Freeman.shot an 83 to breeze
ago.
to a three shot win over Jerry
Taking the advice of a
Jones, who finished second at
friend, Sullivan decided to
176.
take a little time away from
The fourth flight was also
the game and from his daily
decided by a coin flip, with
practices.
first place going to Darrell
"I had been playing every
Treas after a four-way tie at
day, practicing 8-10 hours,"
185 with Farris Massengail,
Sullivan said. "I just could not
Bob Rose and John Hicklin.
concentrate anymore. I was
In the fifth flight, Tom
getting stale.
"I took a week off and now I Emerson's final round 95 left
him tied with Walter
am hitting the ball as well as I
Tanlcsley, who had had open
was at the State Amateur.
heart surgery only seven
Before I took the time off, I
WATCHING HIS SECOND SHOT is Shrine Tournament winner Lynn Sullivan at the par
weeks ago and came in with a
was thinking about two or
second round 93, at 195. Emer5 16th hole. Sullivan's 147 score was good enough by one shot over three other
three things on my swing.
son also won on a coin flip.
golfers.
When I came back, I wasn't
Once again, the Volkswagen
Staff Photo By David Hibbitts
thinking about anything.
offered
by
Carroll
"This win really adds to my Volkswagen-Audi-Mazda, Inc.
confidence. It's probably the was not won on the hole-in-one
biggest tournament I have contest at the seventh hole.
ever won."
All the proceeds from the
Despite his recovery from tournament are donated to the
the mild slump,Sullivan need- Crippled Children's Hospital.
perhaps releasing some of his
backhands prompted CBS an- here is where this day of two ed every putt he sank this
Prizes were awarded to the
own doubts about the future, nouncer Tony Trabert to say, remarkable feats will lead weekend. He said he was drop- first six places in each flight.
ping
the short ones throughout The complete scores are listed
wondered aloud if it was not "That's a great face. He looks both athletes. The march on
the tournament.
time for Nicklaus to consider
like he ought to be fishing on a and against time continues...
on page 7.
another pastime. Purcell was
raft somewhere with a little
not alone then in that thought, stick pole."
and in golf, as in tennis and in
There is just a little over an
all other sports, there must a
18-year gap between the ages
changing of the guard as sureof these two athletes, but those
ly as life starts anew.
faces almost drew them
Purcell could not have
together in their common
predicted, much less known, drive toward conquest.
on that day of rising expectaThat gap will have lost
Individually Fitted By Licensed Dentists
tions how fate would match
much of its meaning 10 years
Offices
In Memphis And Jackson, Tennessee
one of the most important from now, when it will be most
days in his own career and in
enjoyable to reflect on that
that of the amazing 40-year- day when Purcell was saying
old Nicklaus.
to the rest of the tournament
For on the date of August 10, world, "Move over, here I
1980, Nicklaus cemented his
come," and Nicklaus was sayreturn to the helm in profes- ing,"Move over,I never left."
sional golf by devastating the
While Nicklaus has now won
PGA field in Rochester, N.Y. 20 major championships durfor his second of the four ma- ing his three-decade career,
jor tournament this year by
there are more than a pocketseven shots. His first this year ful of victories lying ahead for
had come.. where else but in
Purcell.
the U.S. Open at Baltusrol.
Purcell's effort yesterday
And on that same date, already had Clerc worried in
Purcell cemented
his the first set until he let a couemergence as one of the most
ple of set points get away on
MID-SOUTH DENTURE GROUP, P.C.
rapidly charging newcomers those missed backhands.
MEMPHIS: 901-346-2514
to professional tennis ever by
But the more Purcell finds
reaching the final of the U.S. himself in that position of havJACKSON: 901-668-7460
Open Clay Court Champion- ing two set points on a steamy,
ships in Indianapolis against muggy day, the less likely he
Jose-Luis Clerc, giving the
will become to let them get
winner all he could handle away from him. He had
before falling, 7-5,6-3.
already come a long way from
For your convenience Appointments Preferred.
Just as the pressure of prov- Isis 6-2, 7-6, 6-4 loss to Clerc in
ing he could still win was etch- the second round of the U.S.
David Umsted, D D S and Staff
ed on the face of Nicklaus dur- Open last year.
ing the final 36 holes of the
And now that Nicklaus has
U.S. Open in June, so was the made the long haul all the way
CALL JACKSON, TN TOLL FREE NO CHARGE
boundless youth to which so back, it is Just a matter of how
many cling written on every long be stays interested
IN TENNESSEE
OUTSIDE TENNESSEE one of Purcell's expressions enough in winning. Once
1-800-392-3876
1-800-238-3973
yesterday.
again, he has recoiled from
Purcell's reactions to his oblivion just when the tunnel
own brilliant passing shots light appeared the dimmest.
and, later, to his shaky
All anyone can wonder from

Nicklaus, Purcell Make Histo

Murray/Calloway County Soccer League
Sign-Up Form For Boys

(

but Jose really put the
pressure on me.
"I wanted to have him on
the defensive, but he put me
on the defensive and I couldn't
do anything about it. He just
had too much experience for
me."
Defending champion Connors, Guillermo Vitas and
John McEnroe all passed up
this year's tourney to compete
in an exhibition in southern
France.
"You can't say how I would
have done if they were here,
because they weren't here,"
Purcell said. "I still would
have felt confident, but it
would have made it a lot
.,
tougher."
The new Association of Tennis Professionals rankings
won't be out for another week,
so despite his strong finish,
Purcell still will have to
qualify for the Atlanta tournament next week. He ciursntly

(Other
(
Return form to new city pork on Saturday, 8-16-80 between 1000 am -noon or
Monday 8.18-80 between 400 p.m.-600 p.m. Alternatively, you may mail form
to,IlAurroy/Calloway County Soccer Leave, 1 700 Audubon, Murray, Ky. 42071
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Phi!lies Lack Response To Green's Anger, Drop Two To Pittsburgh
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
After losing the first game
of Sunday's doubleheatier with
the Pittsburgh Pirates,
Philadelphia Manager Dallas
Green read the riot act to his
team until his neck turned the
color of Phillies Red.
But the Phi'lies didn't get

angry -- they didn't even get
even.
Tamed 7-1 by the Pirates in
the opener, the fading Phiflies
rolled over again in the second
game and dropped a 4-1 decision.
The double loss spelled the
fourth straight defeat in Pittsburgh for the PhiWes and

plunged them six games reporters who gathered outbehind the teaders in the Na- side overheard - Green
tional League East, co-leading shouting at his team..
Pittsburgh and Montreal.
"We didn't play good ball,"
"Get up off your rear ends
Green said. "That's what and beat somebody," Green
hurts more than anything yelled. "You've got to stop beelse."
ing so cool, and if you don't get
The PhiRies' clubhouse was that through your minds,
closed between games, but you're going to be so far

Orioles Complete Three-Game
Sweep Of Yankees To Close Gap
By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
Jimmy Carter can only hope
he'll make out as well this
week in New York as the
Baltimore Orioles did this
weekend.
As the Democrats filed into
the Big Apple for their national convention, the Orioles
flew out of the city on the
wings of a three-game sweep
of the first-place Yanks and a
nine-game victory skein.
Baltimore trails New York by
/
2 games in the
only 21
American League West
thanks to Sunday's comeback
6-5 victory.
"I guess I have to remind
everyone that the Baltimore
Orioles are the American
League champions," said
Earl Weaver when asked how
his club could sweep three
games at Yankee Stadium.
"We showed why this
weekend."

AL Roundup
Elsewhere in the American
League it was Kansas City 8,
Toronto 5; Boston 4, Chicago
3; Minnesota 5, California 2,
and Texas 4, Detroit 2. A pair
of split doubleheaders saw
Milwaukee open with a 5-1
triumph over Cleveland
before losing 9-4, and Seattle
winning 2-1 in 14 innings over
Oakland before bowing 6-1.
The Orioles benefitted from
some clutch hitting by Rick
Dempsey and _Eddie Murray
and shoddy Yankee fielding in
the decisive ninth inning.
Baltimore had grabbed a 4-0
lead off Yankees ace Tommy
John, 15-6, with Dempsey con-

tributing a solo home run.
Now York rallied to go
ahead 5-4 entering the ninth,
but Lenn Sakata's deep fly to
left field was misplayed into a
triple by defensive replacement Bobby Brown. John
retired the next two batters
and got two strikes on Dempsey before the former Yankee
"got just plain lucky."
"John made a good pitch
and I think he had it programmed for a ground bail. But I
got it up. When I reached first
base, it was a great feeling."
Dempsey said.
Dempsey's lazy single was
followed by a walk to Ken
Singleton, and Murray then
dumped a shot in front of right
fielder Reggie Jackson to
drive in the winning run.
"We're making too many
mistakes and beating
ourselves," Yankees shortstop Buckr Dent said. "You
can't keep doing that day in
and day out."
The Yankees may have been
a bit shellshocked by
Baltimore's performance, but
they get five more shots at the
Orioles later this week in
Baltimore.
Royals 8, Blue Jays 5
Dennis Leonard made 100
and George Brett continued
his climb toward .400 as the
Royals won for the sixth time
in seven games and increased
their first-place margin to 13
games in the AL West.
Leonard, 13-8, grabbed victory No. 100 for his career —
he's lost 70 — and Brett had
three hits to increase his clubrecord consecutive game hitting streak to 23. Brett, batting
.390, appears a definite
challenger to the .400 mark,

Wilder Takes MSU
Promotions Position
Jimmy Wilder, who directed
a successful promotional campaign for the athletic department at Old Dominion University last year, has been named
Athletic Promotions Director
at Murray State University.
Wilder will be responsible
for season and game ticket
sales, work directly with the
Racer Club in addition to promoting Murray State intercollegiate athletic events.
"Jimmy Wilder will be a big
asset in marketing our program in terms of upgrading
the total support for the MSU
athletic.program and from the
standpoints of season ticket
sales, group sales and individual game ticket sales,"
said MSU Athletic Director
Johnny Reagan.
"He has a
broad
understanding of sports promotion and the University is
fortunate to attract an individual with his background
and experience."
Wilder spent one year as
Athletic Promotions Director
at Old Dominion. He served as
Sports Information Director
at The Citadel for six years
and also coordinated the
school's promotional activities. He has a total of seven
years experience in college
sports publicity as he worked
one year in sports information
at Northwestern Louisiana.
Prior to joining The Citadel
staff, Wilder was a sports
writer for the Roanoke Times
and the Memphis Commercial
Appeal.

last reached by Ted Williams
in 1941.
Leonard was less than overpowering — five runs and
seven hits in 61-3 innings —
against Toronto. "I've been
lucky to be with a good team,"
Lcibnard said.
The way Brett is hitting,
he's in a class by himself. The
Royals third baseman has hit
.441 in the past 23 contests and
leads second-place Miguel
Dilone by 40 points in the batting race.
"I'm in a good groove, hitfrom as awesome as it was in
my 31
/
2 years here to almost
gentle.'
Red Sox 4, White Sox 3
A pair of home runs by Tony

Perez that boosted him to 34th
on the all-time list with 344,
powered Boston. Bob Stanley
picked up his fourth save of
the week in relief of Dennis
Eckersley.
Brewers 5-4, Indians 1-9
Mike Caldwell threw a
fivehitter for the Brewers'
opening victory. The nightcap
saw Dan Spillner turn the
tables on Milwaukee by pitching a six-hitter while Alan
Bannister drove in four runs.
Rangers-Tigers
Gaylord Perry collected his
285th career triumph with
ninth-inning relief from Danny Darwin. It was Perry's
seventh try at winning his
sixth game this season.

buried it won't even be funny."
After the second-game loss,
Green was calm as he met the
press

NI Roundup
"I'm just not going to let
them quit on themselves," he
said. "I won't quit on them.
I'm sure the fans in
Philadelphia won't quit."
In other National League action Sunday, Los Angeles
defeated Cincinnati 7-1, San
Diego edged Houston 3-2, Montreal turned back Chicago 7-3,
New York beat St. Louis 4-1

and Atlanta defeated San
Francisco 3-1.
Tim Foil rapped a three-run
double, and Jim Bibby earned
his 14th victory with an
eighthitter as the Pirates IVOR
the opener. Bibby, 14-2, yielded a run-scoring single to
Keith Moreland in the sixth.
Mike Easier drove in two
runs, and Don Robinson and
two relievers combined on a
six-hitter as the Pirates won
the second genie, extending
their winning streak to seven
games.
Dodgers 7, Reds 1
Davey Lopes collected four
hits, including a solo home
run, and Steve Garvey belted
a tworun homer, pacing Los

Murray Soccer League
Schedules Signup Dates
The Murray-Calloway County Soccer League will be
holding its signups for the fall
season for boys in grades 2
through 8.
Also, the prelirninary work
for a .soccer club for boys in
grades 9-12 will begin with
possible competition in the fall
from teams outside Calloway
County.
The signup dates are Satur-

day, August 16, from 10 a.m.
until noon and Monday,
August 18, from 4-6 p.m.
.Priftice will begin during
the first week of September
with league competition probabli starting,during the third
week.
The boys soccer program
began in 1978 and has had approximately 180 players in
1978 arid 1979.

His Discipline Is One To Be Savored

Face Of Nicklaus Is One With
World Has Become Familiar
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
ROCHESTER,N.Y.( AP) —
It is a face with which
America and much of the
world has become familiar —
a round, boyish face with
blond hair falling over the
eyes, blue eyes glinting in the
sun, lips tightly clenched and
a forehead occasionally furrowed with intense thought.
Then the chiseled stone
features suddenly become unfrozen — an amused look into
the sky at an overflying plane,
a smile when a long difficult
putt plops into the bottom of
the cup and a wave of the hand
to an apprecative public.
It's a scene that sports fans
catch frequently, live and on
the television screen — the
figure slumped over a ball on
the green, head down, arms
stiff, a seemingly interminable wait before the club
head is brought back to strike
the ball to send it to its
destiny.

Mental discipline at its
ultimate.
Savor the sight. Respect it.
Remember it. Athletes such
as Jack Nicklaus come along
only once in a lifetime. We are
among the fortunate to see
lasling history being carved
before our eyes.
Nicklaus the Nonpareil.
Big Jack won another one
Sunday, a record tying fifth
PGA, his 19th major' golf
championship,a 68th Tour victory, an 86th triumph over the
golfing globe.
It takes a computer to keep
up with his escalating
achievements. His five PGA's
match the great Walter
Hagen. Then there are four
U.S. Opens,tying Bobby Jones
and Ben Hogan, five Masters
and three British Opens; second or third in 76 other pro
tournaments; five times winner of the World Series of Golf,
a career stroke average of
70.4, more than $3.5 million in

official earnings,
No other athlete in history
has so dominated his sport. To
match him, Bjorn Borg in tennis would have to add a total of
nine U.S. and Australian Open
titles to his five Wimbledon
and five French conquests.
Reggie Jackson, Pete Rose or
Dave Parker would have to
win Baseball's triple crown a
half dozen times.
Nicklaus' victory in the
PGA, following as it did his
dramatic U.S. Open title at
Baltusrol in June, is all the
more remarkable because at
age 40, he had been relagated
to the Old People's Home by
many of the game's
observers.
What are the ingredients
that keep driving this strong
talenred,
and
but
multifaceted, figure to the
peaks of new Mount Everests
in golf? Why hasn't he, like
many other greats before him,
fallen to that bane of aging

sports stars — boredom and
cracking nerves.
Jack Nicklaus is a rare
breed of athlete. As a golfer,
he possessed from early youth
tremendous power and a
natural feel for the sport. But
his physical gifts were no
greater than many of his contemporaries.
Jack's superiority comes
from within rather than
without. Certainly no golfer in
history, not even the fabled
Ben Hogan, has better
harnessed his powers of concentration.
Meanwhile, a model sports
hero, he maintains a warm
relationship
with
his
multitude of fans, never giving any of them the brushoff,
and Madison Avenue would do
well to steal his brochure on
how to deal with a nagging
press.
Jack Nicklaus, golf champion and quite a guy, how
much higher can the Golden
Eagle fly?

Angeles over Cincinnati.
Winner Dave Gottz, 5-7, got
eighth-inning relief help from
Steve Howe to record his first
victory as a starter since May
11. Paul Moskau, 8-4, was the
loser.
The victory boosted Los
Angeles into first place in the
NI. West by a half-game over
Houston.
Padres 3, Astros 2
Tim Flannery's two-out RBI
single in the ninth inning
scored Dave Winfield from
third base with the winning
run as San Diego defeated
Houston.
Winfield and Willie Montanez singled off loser Joe
Sambito,7-3, to start the ninth,
but reliever Frank LaCorte
came on to retire pinch-hitters
Gene Tenace and Jerry
Turner before Flannery's hit.
Rick Wise, 4-5, went the
distance for San Diego, strik-

JIMMY WILDER

NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST
W
L
Pei GB
Montreel
63 48
49
Pittabargh
62 48
568
Philadelphia
55 52
514
6
New York
54 56
461
St. I aa.s
48 fiD
444 13/
1
2
Chicago
45 64
413 17

wesr
He has also written for the
Arkansas Gazette, the Arkansas Democrat and the
Jonesboro (Ark.)Sun.

Los Angeles
Houston
Cincinnati
San Francisco
Atlanta
San Diego

61 50
▪ 11
50 53
53 58
50 60
an

560
545
.577
(77
455
446

2/
1
2
8
10/
1
2
111
/
2

Wilder moderated panels
concerning athletic promotion.s at the College Sports Information
Liirectors of
America national conventions
in 1975 and 1979. Two of his
athletic publications have
received citations of excellence from CoSIpA, and he
also served for three consecutive years as president of
the Southern Conference
Sports Information Director's
Association.

44soday'e Games
Petsberich 7-4. Philadelphia 1-1
Montreal 7, Chicago 3
Atlanta 3, San Frandsen 1
lee Angeles 7, ancgredi 1
Ne, York
(SLIouts 1
San Diego 3, Houston 2
Meadays Games
Philadelphia (Carlton 17-6) at Chicago
(MeGlothen 8-7)
New York (Pacella 3-2) at Ptttstsrgh
(Soloman 6-3), In)
Ware* (Sandn-son 134) at StIouts
(SYkes 54), on
Clicinnati (Leila-end 97) at San Diego
(Lams 4-7 or Mira 4-3), (rO
Ade** (Mabia 6-101 at Los Angeles
(Slaw 8-3),(n)
Houston (Kicrach 941 at San Frandem (Blue 9.6), (n)

The 37-year-old Wilder, a
native of Malvern (Ark.), is a
1966 graduate of Arkansas
State University. He has a
seven-year-old son, Bart.

AMEFUCAN LEAGUE
EMIT
W
L
Pet GB
Neve York
67 42
615 Ballinese
84 41
593
21/2
Detroit
57 49
SW
8/
1
2
Milwaukee
58 52
ST2
9
Boston
57 52
5:10 10
Cleveland
55 52
514 II
Toronto
C 113
C22 u
WF31leweas
70 41
631
Oaidand
58 55
513 13
Texas
53 56
416 16
Minnesota
4883
432
Chicago
47 C
431
(Weenie
44 15
404 83
Seattle
41 78
386

=.:.

ROSS INSURANCE AGENCY
210 East Main Street
Agents
Ronnie Ross, Danny Ross,
James Ross
Telephone 753-0489 or
753-0493

Seaday's Cameo
Kansas C30 I, Toronto 5
Beaton 4, Chicago 3
Baltimore 6, New York 5
Mewaulare 54, Cleveland 14
Seattle 41. Oakland id,.bit game 14 ci.
01191
binnacle 5 Califenia 2
Texas 4, Detn* 2
Illeidere Genes
Baran (OWN 1-11 at Detroit (Morria
15181,(n)
(28* (fiteri 10.10) at New Vatic
May 94),(n)
Balthnere (Mc(5egor 134) at Kangas
Illy (Cara 16-1), In)
Only games scheduled

Shriners Tournament Final Scores
Champion*"Mkt
Lynn Sullivan
72-75-147
Dwight Mills
74-74-148
Bill Black
74-74-148
Eddie Glees
75-73-148
Alan Gray
74.77-151
Ken Rowland
75-77-132
Wes Aurgurson
7477-153
Don Robinson
75-79-154
Lynn Gunter
75-79-154
Ralph McCuistas
73-84-157
Dwayne Lowry
77-80-157
Jim Berry
77-81-158
Will Mashburn
77-82-159
Scott Cvengros
78-63-161
Jimmy Dunn
7942-161
First Flight
John Solomon
81-76--157
Gene Landolt
83.79-159
Tommy Fike
82-77-159
Larry Robinson
80-80-160
Bobby Fite
87-79-162
Bob Hines
84-78-162
Edd Burkeen
81-02-163
Kevin D'Angelo
20-80-163
Jiggs Lassiter
20-80-163
James Martin
85460-165
Will Lawson
86-79-165
Jerry Lee
86-80-166
Bob Miller
84-82-166
Billy Thurman
85-82-167
Judge Lassiter
83-84-167
80-89-169
Monty Newcomb
Johnny McCage
84-85-169
John Quertermous
84-85-169
Al Lindsey
82-88-170
Larry Hunt
85-85-170
83-87-170
Peck Goad
Jack Sanders
86-85--171
Tony Rayburn
86-85-171
Rick Jones
81-91-172
Jim Phillips
86-93-179
Herb Schriner
85-96-181
85-97--1112
Sam Spreeland
Second Flight
Vernon Cohoon
87-79-166
Leon Redman
87-79- 166
. - 87-80- - 167
Ttm Garland
Jim Bryant
87-80- 167
Tommy Carroll
8741-168
Clayton Hargrove
88-82-170
Virgil Clark
1941-170
Larry Krouse
89-84-173
Pip Hyde
86-96-173
Everett Blanton
8746-173
89464-173
Hollis Bladdock
89-84.-173
Ben May
89-84-173
Dick Orr

928-82-174
John Eolith
Mac Fitts
8445-174
Charles Yeoman .
89-85-174
Dan Jennings
89-85-174
Phil McKnelly
V417-174
Joe Dick
89-87-176
8948-177
Mike Johnson
Tom Bloom
88-89-177
Howard Steeley
88-89-177
George Tyree
87-92-179
Howard Findley
89.92--181
Ernest Goldstein
89-92-181
.89-93-182
James Miller
80.94-196
Scot Seiber
87-100-187
Bob Hibbard
Dan Draper
88-100-188
Third Flight
Bob Freeman
90-83-173
Jerry Jones
90-86---l76
Tom McArthur
91-86-177
Don Cherry
91-86-177
80.88-178
Larry Boyd
90-89--179
Mike Starks
James Green
90-89-179
Wayne King ..
93-87-180
Wayne Browning
93-88-187
Tommy Latimer
90-91-181
Bob Cimnirigham
. 91-99-181
Ronnie Smith .
. 91.90-181
Bruce Wilson
. 94-88-182
92.91-183
Ray Hill ..
Ron Nickelson
92-92-184
Warren Thompson
0-94-141
Dale Selman
. 98-87-185
Earl Coffee...
. 93-92--185
94-94-188
David Lookofsky
93-95- -188
Gene Reynolds
Damon McCutcheon
. 94-95-189
Wally McMillen
93-96- 189
Larry Clayton
. 91.98-160
.93-101 -194
Butch Kyle ...
Fourth Flight
Darrell Treas.
95-90- 185
95-90 -185
Bob Rose
......96-89-181,
John /tickle ..
Farris Massengail
95-90- -184.
93-92--l07
Chuck Adkins .
96-89-17
George lovell
Gene Knight
97-91-188
Anthony Eike .
99-91.-190
973-. 140
Frank Moore ..
Ralph Waldrop
. 4494-- 193
96-94-194
Bill Holt . .
97-97-164
Dickie Turner
96-180- 196
Leroy McCully
99-98-197
Dorsey Hendon
47.100--197
George Lee
96101-199
Garth Ptallips
97-103-296
Claude Dixon .
.

PGA Final Scores
ROCHESTER, N.Y AP) - Top final
loxes aid maney.inrunota Sunday in the
Caid PGA rational eheareongap on the
6,884 yea* per-70 Oek III Gantry Club
course
Jack Nicidass,
834
3016
Andy Boon, 140010
72-718670-NI
Ion tinkle, WM
70408.75-11
. Morltait.121.X6
011.70.73-7341113
Homed Twiny. 814.5*1
111.74.71-71-4111
Orbs Strytwr 04.588
1111.72.75.71-1111

Lee Trevino, 811.0.0
7441-7189 -in
Bobby Weibel, Ram
9876-71-71-2111
ath Rosen $1,503
71-71-72.71-1113
Tan Watson, 16,000
75-74-7347 - 7111
Paler Jacobsen, Kano
71-7174-70-41111
liat) 75-7171.72-2111
Jgrr, Palk KM
7173.7073 3111
Tarr"rici.
73-71$4,S 2111

Fifth Flight
Tom Emerson
Walter Tanksley
Lond Frailly .
Ted Delaney
Smiley Wilson
Danny Swarth
Guy Spann
Don Dye
Mike Gibson
Larry Thomas
Ray Walker
Brooks Darnell
Frank Neiwinder
Rick Roberts
Johnny Crouch
Vaughn Stephens
B. G. Lee
Darrell Erickson
Howard White
Mel Duke
Rick Orr.
Eunn Court
Joseph Higganson
Rex Donelson
Ed Stacey
Jerry McCallon

100-95-195
102-93-196
100-96-196
103-93-196
100-47-197
18097-117
101-97 198
100-96-199
101-99.-206
101-99-288
103-96-201
103-101-204
103-103-206
102.106-200
105-101-209
106-104-219
109-102-211
105-106-211
101-106-212
108-101-212
110-105-215
106-111-217
117-106-220
120.106-228
112-121- 233
125-123- 248

Expos 7,Cubs 3
Bill Gullickson and Woodie
Fryman combined on an
eighthitter, and Ron LeFlore
capped a five-run seventh with
a tworm double to lead Montreal over Chicago.
Gullickson, a 21-year-old
right-hander, won his fourth
straight start to boost his
record to 4-3, striking out
seven and walking two before
needing last-inning help from
Fryman.
Dennis Lamp, 10-9, took the
loss, allowing just two hits until the pivotal seventh.
Meta 4, Cardinals 1
Bill Almon tripled home one
run with two out in the fifth inning and then scored on
Claudell Washington's double,
triggering New York over St.
Louis.

Act I Of Sims Show Upstaged
By Dolphins' Rookie Woodley
- By TOM CANAVAN
Associated Press Writer
Act I of the Billy Sims Show
was upstaged by none other
than David Woodley. Who?
And that's a question the
Miami Dolphins may have
trouble answering.
Woodley, from Lousiana
State, was the 214th player
taken in this year's National
Football League draft, tabbed
by the Dolphins for fourthstring quarterback material
some 213 players after the
Detroit Lions made Sims the
No.1 choice in the country.
But you might of had trouble
telling them apart Sunday as
Woodley completed 8-of-10
passes, ran for a 5-yard
touchdown and engineered
both Miami touchdowns as the
Dolphins posted a 17-7 victory

over Detroit in the exhibition
opener for both teams.
"I knew the situation when I
was drafted," Woodley said.
"There are three established
quarterbacks here (Bob
Griese, Don Strock and Guy
Benjamin) and I'm the fourth
man.I don't know whether my
chances have changed."
Dolphins Coach Don Shula
did.
"It opens up trade
possibilities," Shula said.
With every performance like
that, he becomes more
valuable to us."
And that was something
AllPro guard Larry Little also
noticed.
"I'm real impressed with
him. He'll have to be reckoned
with," Little said.

Yours FREE—This

Handbook of
FUNERAL
FACTS
• Explains what to dobefore, during and
after the funeral
• Answers questions
on etiquette
• Outlines costs arid
financial help
available
• Covers legal matters
• Contains several
pages for your vital
statistics, becomes
your Personal Record

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Baseball At
A Glance

ing out six and walking one
while allowing seven hits.

EXPLAINS HOW TO
PRE-PLAN YOUR FUNERAL
Full details on arranging a funeral in advance of
need. Read how to save money and achieve peace
of mind.
.

Miller Funeral Home
P.O. 114,x 144
Hazel, Ky. 42049
49237511
Please ...end me FREE you,• Handbook ()I COME
OR
aneral Facts. o cosi or obligation.

IN

PHONE
OR
SEND
COUPON

Dan Mason Miller,
(lliki"4CANNOIID.
NCES 4‘$1°Vf4
the opening
of his office in.
Medicine

Internal
at

300 South 8th St.-Suite 207
(Medical Arts Bldg.)
Phone 753-2395
Hours:8:30-5:00

Mon.-Fri.

•
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In Crime Prevention Program

Officials Hope For Better Results /
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Last inside the trailer are ways to
year at the state fair, the Ken- make homes more secure and
tucky Office of Crime Preven- a lock display showing locks
tion signed up 1,000 people for that have been tested for
crime prevention programs. strength under simulated
This year, crime prevention burglary attack.
Bush said he hopes to reach
officials are hoping for
people who aren't familiar
greater results.
Crime prevention staff with crime prevention promembers will be manning the grams or don't know where to
Kentucky Department of get crime prevention services.
Most of the applications for
Justice display at the fair and
talking with people about services will be referred to
ways to make their homes and local police departments,
Bush said. A local police ofbusinesses more secure.
-We're in a more visible ficer will set up a time to
location this year," said Gary check the person's home for
Bush, field supervisor for the security from burglary and
Office of Crime Prevention. loan the person an engraver
mark
"The display can be seen from to permanently
the double doors as you enter valuables.
In many cases, Bush said,
the east wing"
The Justice Department "Operation Identification"
display is located by the crime engravers will be mailed
prevention trailer. Exhibited directly to the person for use

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Fidelity
6 Pope's veil
11 Retreat
12 Repulses
14 Printer's
measure
15 Highway
17 Greer4arx1
settlerrogrn
18 Perform
20 Snares
23 Watering
place
24 Mud
26 Besrnirch
28 Sarnanum
529 Craftier
31 Chevrons
33 Strike
35 Threshold
36 Srdewise
39 Sows
42 Latin conjunction
43 Summarize
45 Go by water
46 Devsxred
48 Of a branch
50 Scottish riser
51 Father
53 Region
55 Tellurium
556 Smell
amount
59 Foot part
61 Go in
62 Savory

4 Jog
5 Tune periods
6 Conjunction
7 Scale note
8 Sinkan
9 Permits
10 Pass, as time
11 Bores
13 Pretends
16 astructs
19 Rendezvous
21 Fondles
22 Hindu garments
25 Moray seeker
27 Imtates
30 Stranger
32 Beg
34 South Amencan rodent
36 Fewest'
37 Apparel
38 Tibetan
priest
2
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A
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A
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40 Counted
calories

49 Girl's name
52 Newt
54 Snake
57 French article
58 Interjection
60 Scale note

41 Slumber
44 European
capital
47 Ireland
4

A

6
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9

II
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11
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17

16

15
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23

21 22
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ha hia
Iii
iii
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DOVVN
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Answer to Saturday's Puzzle

44

S7

I Writing tool
2 Pronoun
3 Goddess of
heeling

81

in marking valuables. Bush
said the office mailed out 350
engravers as a result of the
state fair last year.
According to Bush, the success of cruise prevention programs depends on the voluntary participation of large
numbers of people. In
communities where a majori-

ty of homeowners have Joined
crime prevention programs,
the number of reported
burglaries has decreased, he
said.
Last year more than 73,000
Kentuckians joined Operation
Identeation and other crime
prevention programs.

OW,

HEALTH

final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Juliet Wallis
and Joe Dick, Co-Executors, of
the estate of I Gingles
deceased Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in the
Calloway District Court on or
before August 20, 1980, the
date of hearing
Frances W. Shea, Circuit Court
Clerk.

A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by John Neal
Riley, Executor, of the estate of
011ie P. Riley, deceased. Exceptions to this settlement most
be filed in the Calloway District
Court on or before August 20,
1980, the date of hearing.

Worries after hysterectomy
By Lawrence Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB - I'm a
29-year-old female. Five
years ago I had a large mass
removed from my left ovary
and there was a bleeding cyst
inside of it. The doctor said it
was endometriosis. Eleven
months later I was pregnant
with my first daughter. She
was delivered by Caesarean
section because of a breech
position. A year later I began
having severe pain on the left
side and lower back. When I
was to deliver my second
daughter, again by surgery,
my husband and I decided we
couldn't take any more surgery and that our two children
were enough. I had a hysterectomy at the time of the
C-section which included
removal of the uterus, ovaries
and the tubes. Currently I'm
taking Ogen daily.
How does endometriosis
affect the pituitary gland?
Does the pituitary gland
affect eyesight? Once the
ovaries are gone, is the disease gone? Will I always have
a monthly cycle of depression,
Ircitability and swelling? Does
a hysterectomy usually lower
your sexual interest? Do most
women going through early
menopause have emotional
problems severe enough to
seek psychiatric help?
DEAR READER. - To
begin with, the tissue that
lines the uterus is called the
endometrium. When any of
this tissue is displaced to
other parts of the body, and
commonly it's found in the
ovary, it's called endometriosis.
This displaced tissue undergoes cyclical changes secondary to sex hormone stimulation the same as the lining in
the uterus itself. When it
enlarges and swells, it causes
pain. It can also destroy ovaries when they are involved or

it can block tubes.
Endometriosis does not
affect the pituitary gland.
However, the pituitary gland
stimulates the ovaries to
release sex hormones which,
in turn, develops the endometrium whether it's lining the
uterus or is elsewhere.
The pituitary gland is the
master hormone gland that's
underneath the brain and it's
located right where the optic
nerves from each eye meet. If
it enlarges it can cause pressure on the optic nerves and
affect vision.
Usually if the ovaries are
removed, the endometrial tissue enlargement and degeneration cycle that causes pain
will disappear.
I'm sending you The Health
14-12,
number
Letter
Hysterectomy, Cystocele and
you
give
will
which
Rectocele,
a lot more information about
hysterectomies. Other readers
who want this issue can send
75 cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for it.
Send your request to me, in
care of this newspaper, P.O.
Box 1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019. Young
women who have had the
ovaries removed as well as a
hysterectomy often require
hormone support. Otherwise,
they have a premature menopause.
As explained in The Health
Letter I'm sending you, many
women do not lose interest in
sex after a hysterectomy.
Depression sometimes occurs
after surgery even if it doesn't
involve female surgery. If
you're having what you interpret as excessive swings in
your mood, it may be related
to your life style. If they're
more than the normal ups and
downs that we experience,
then you might need professional counseling.
,NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN )

I NATE IT MEN BUGS
CRAWL OVER YOUR TOES

Frances W. Shea, Circuit Court
Clerk.
A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by James R.
Brandon and Clara Watson, Co.
Executors, of the estate of
Frances Brandon McReynolds,
deceased. Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in the
Calloway District Court on or
before August 20, 1980, the
date of hearing.

JOIN
NOW
AND
RELAX

Frances W. Shea, Circuit Court
Clerk.
A periodic settlement of accounts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court by Commonwealth of KY, Dept. for
Human Resources, committee
for E.M. Maynard, incompetent. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in the
Calloway District Court on or
before August 20, 1980, the
date of hearing.

The Navy's Delayed Entry
Program gives you the opportunity tojoin now and
wait up to one year before
reporting for active duty.
The advantages are even
greater than the time
gained to complete school
or personal business. A
DEP enlistment means
you're assured a seat at
the Navy technical school
of your choice for which
you qualify. You simply
enlist ... and a promising
future awaits you in the
Navy

Frances W. Shea, Circuit Court
Clerk,

NOTICE TO CREDITORS
The following estate ficuciary
appointments have been made
in the Calloway District Court.
All claims against these estates
should be filed with the
fiduciary within six months of
date of qualification.

Join now. Then relax. Even
though you will not be
wearing a uniform before
you report, you'll still officially be in the Navy, building seniority for pay purposes.
See if you qualify. Talk to
your local Navy recruiter or
call 800-841-8000.(In
Georgia. call 800-342-5855:
in Alaska, call collect
272-9133; in Puerto Rico
call collect 724-4525:and
in Hawaii call 546-75401.

IT'S NOT
JUST A JOB,
IT'S AN
ADVENTURE.
We have a large selection of
Art Prints and frames for
your home or office.

TS A
BIRD'S
NEST
NOW

AUNT FRITZI--YOU KNOW THAT
NEW BROOM YOU
LEFT OUTSIDE?

• CARTER STUDIO
304 Main

(t)

4218 Linden St., Fairfax, VA
22030, Administrator.
Frances W. Shea, CircuitCourt
Clerk.

V

753 8298

Memories for sale. Copies of
family
favorite
your
photographs. A gift that says
care" at any time of the
year

BREAD!

CARTER STUDIO •
•
• 304 Main
753 8298

undood Fs... Syndics., int

PASS THAT BREAD
OR I'LL MAKE JELLY
OUT OF YOUR BODY./

If You
Need Them
489-2414
Airport
753-9332
Ambulance
Comp. Care . . 753-6622
911
Fire (City)
Fire (County) .. 753-6952
Foster Parents . 753-5362
753-5131
Hospital
Hum, Rts. Corn 753-0849
759-4141
Humane Soc.
Learn To Read 753-2288
753-NEED
Needline
Parents' Anon 753-1 792
Poison Control 753-7588
911
Police
Rescue Squad .. 753-6952
Senior Citizens . 753-0929
753-3151
Sheriff
State Pol.]-800-592-5401
This list of telephone
numbers is published
through the cooperation of
Tha Murray Ledger & Times
and the Social Concerns
Committee. Readers are
urged to clip the list and
keep it handy near the
telephone.

WA1.4f4
BEAT IT, DAISY

I WANT TO TAKE
A NAP MYSELF

I KNOW
NOT, OLP
MAN Man,

JUN6LE
RY/TROL

HQ.

NO ANSWER
YET. COLONEL.

COLONEL,
CAN'T WE GO
AFTER THOSE

Effie M. Myers, 1206 Poplar
St., Murray, KY 42071 deceased, Dale Myers, Rt.7, Murray,
KY 42071, Executor, Robert 0.

Newell T. (Sam) Knight, 603
Main St., Murray, KY 42071
Deceased, Sammy S. Knight,

•

•

Infant Chenoweth, 22 Henderson Dr , Paris, TN 38242
deceased, Janie Chenoweth, 22
Dr., Paris, TN
Henderson
38242 Administratrix, Charles
A Williams, 1700 Kentucky
Ave, Paducah, KY 42001, Attorney.

Miller, Courthouse, Murray, KY
42071 Attorney

NAVY

Li

2:Plaice
NEWSPAPER
OFFICE HOURS
The Murray Ledger /
Times Office, 103 N. 4th
Street, is open for business
from 8 am. to S p.m.
Monday through Friday and
from 8 a.m. to 12 noon on
Saturdays.
These hours include the
business office, classified
department,
advertising
retail advertising departcirculation

and
ment
deportment.

At times other than
those listed above the office is closed for regular
though
even
business
newsroom and production
employees may be on duty.
that
request
We
observe

customers

the

business

office

hours in

placing

calls

to

the

newspaper.
The telephone numbers
for the newspaper departments are:

DEPARTMENT NUMBER
Classified Ads. . 753-1916
Circulation .... 753-1 91 7
Display Ads ... 753-1919
Accounting.... 753-1916
News & Sports .753-1918
The Murray
Lifter & Times

INVITATION TO BM

POACHERS 2

2. Notice

A

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows
News, Society and
Sports 753-1918. Retail
Display advertising
753-1919. Classified
Display, Classified,
Circulation
and the
Business Office may
be reached an 7531916 and 753-1917.

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

f.-Narce

1. Legal Notice

The Mayor and Common Council of the City of Murray
will accept bids to purchase a dump-truck for use of
the Murray Water and Gas Systems. Bids are to be
delivered to the City Clerk's office by 400 p.m.,
August 20, 1980. The City Council reserves the right
to accept the lowest or best bid or to reject any or oil
bids, Specifications are available at the City Clerk's
office, City Halt Building, 5th and Poplar Streets,.
Murray, Kentucky,

ITS A
•
FACT
▪
•
:Free gill wrapping la •
cspecialty at:
fit

"

Starks
Hardware

12th E. Poplar
•
753 1227
▪ LW Lit LILLO lUi
161
Bible Facts Free Store for the
needy. 759-4600.

PUB C
NOTICE
The Will linn House
103 N. Sixth Street,
Murray will be considered by the Kentucky Historic Preservation Review Board
for nomination to the
National Register of
Historic Places. On
September 9, 1880,1:00
p.m., a meeting of the
Board will be held at
the Courtroom, Paul
Sawyler Library, 305
Wapping Street
Frankfort.
Listing in the National Register makes
property
private
owners eligible to be
considered for Federal
for
grants-in-aid
historic preservation
and provides limited
protection through
comment by the Advisory Council on
Historic Preservation
on the effect of
federally financed
assisted, or licensed
undertakings on
historic properties.
If a property is
depreciable and listed
in the National
Register, there are
also certain provisions
of the Tax Reform Act
of 1876 that may apply.
Section 2124 of the Tax
Reform Act of 1976 encourages preservation
of historic depreciable
structures by allowing
tax
favorable
for
treatments
rehabilitations. In addition, it discourages
destruction of historic
by
buildings
eliminating certain
otherwise available
Federal tax benefits
both for demolition of
historic structures and
for new construction
on the site of demolished historic buildings.
If the property contains coal resources
and is listed in the National Register, certain provisions of the
Surface Mining and
Control Act of 1977
make it less likely that
surface mining of the
coal will be permitted
by the State or Federal
Government.
We welcome your
comments on the
nomination and request that they be forwarded to the Kentucky Heritage Commission within thirty
days of the date of this
notice. All written
comments will be incorporated into the
presentation of the
nomination to the
Review Board and
upon the Board's approval of the site, will
be forwarded with the
nomination form to
Washington for consideration by the
Heritage Conservation
and Recreation Service. A copy of the
nomination form is on
file in our office and
will be made available
to you upon request.
Mrs. Donna C.
Hopkins
State
Acting
Historic Preservation
Officer

WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS
Listed here is a ready reference
that will quickly help you locate
the classification you are looking
for
1. Legal Notice
2. Notice
1. Card of Thanks
4. In Memory
5. Last and Found
6. Help Wanted
9, Situation Wanted
10. Bus OpPortunig
II. Instructions
12. Insurance
13. For Sale or Trade
14. Want To But
IS. Articles For Sale
16, Home Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
II. Seeing Machines
19. Farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
24, Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. IV Radio
27. Mobile Home Sales
21. Mob Home Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. Farms for Rent
36. For Rent Or Lease
37. Livestock-Supplies
31, Pets-Supplies
39, Poultry-Supplies
40, Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Montanans
43. Real Estate
44, Lots Fix Sale
45. Farms For Sale
46. Homes For Sale
47. Motorcycles
41. Auto Services
49. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trade
SS. Feed And Seed
56. Free Column
57. Wanted
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If person who hit LTD. on
North 6th Street will pay for

two

with
the n
toll rt

damages no charges will be
brought. I have name and
license number of the hit and
run person. Call 7594534.

NURS
for 3CELLE
Call C
at 247

Reduce safe and fast with
GoBese Tablets and E-Vap
"water pills". Holland Drugs.
Reward for information as to
the whereabouts of Luther
Wilkerson formerly of Rt.3,
Murray, KY. Write to G. Bryan,
P.O. Box 2426, Paducah, KY

RN
mone)
M urra
time,
tions
plican
hours.
Mrs.
Jacks()

42001.
Store fixtures for sale! Display
cases, islands, glass shelves,
storage shelves, Hermes engraving machine. Greek Corner,
Dixieland Center, 759-1269, 10

Substi
babysi
6445.

to 5.
care.

9TV

3. Card of Thanks

I n-stat
babysi'
Call 75

We the family of William D.
(Willie) Smith want to say
thank-you to everyone either
personally or indirectly who
helped us in our time of great
tragedy in the loss of our son.
Please remember us in your
prayers and thoughts.
A special thanks to you, Larry
and Janice Norsworthy and Ray
and Mae Denny, Harold and
Mary Fones, Jerry Layman, Jack
Faulk, and John Smiley, Ligon's
Unit
Haulers,
Specialized
Management, and also Max
Churchill Funeral Home, and
all the friends and neighbors
who contributed food and the
beautiful floral arrangements.
We also give our thanks to Rev.
Ron Adams, Mrs. Adams, and
Kay Taylor.
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hangin
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1155 a
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Want t
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Want t
veneer'

Wanted
machin
753-90!
Want t
organs
9972.

With our deepest appreciation,
Harold and Goldie Smith.
Janie, Anne, Harold, Donna.
Beth, Herman, and Nannie
Smith, also Willie's Aunts,
Uncles, and Cousins.

15. Ai

600 fool
50t per
300 hp,
1739

INVITATION TO BID
the Murray Water
and Wastewater will accept quotations on the
following chemicals: Bulk Sodium Hydroxide (Caustic
Soda Liquid) 50% Sodium Silicofluoride, Chlorine
Cylinders, Calcium Hypochlorite (HTH), Soda Ash Lite
(Sodium Carbonate), Ferric Chloride Anhydrous, Lime
Hydrated (Rotary Kiln), Hexametaphosphate (91% as
PO4), and Zinc Sulfate Monohydrote (90% Zinc
Sulfate). Specifications ore available at the City
Clerk's office, 5th and Poplar Streets, Murray, Kentucky. Bids ore to be delivered to the City Clerk's office, City Hall Building, no later than 400 p.m. Wednesday, August 20, 1980. The City reserves the right
to accept the lowest or best bid or to reiect any or all
bids submitted.
The City of Murray, Kentucky, for
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Greek Corner, Final Clearance
on all merchandise! Closing the
door August 15th. Dixieland
Center.
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Glass work: Auto glass installed, aluminum and glass
store front work, window glass,
plate glass, and insulated
glass, storm door and windows,
and patio doors. Truck mirror
and windshields replaced. Picture framing and mirrors, cut
to size or shape. M & G Cornplete Glass and Fix-it Shop,
816 Coldwater Road. Phone
753-0180; 753-2798 after 5
pm.

What we do best
Needline, 753-6333.
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LIME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!

CLASSIFIED AD
DEADLINES

15. Articles For Sale

28. Mob. Home Rents 43. Real Estate

For sale: male Boxer, $50, 489Two bedroom, central heat and
in arc* for your ad to appear
2599.
on the date you specify you must
air-conditioned, natural gas
odhece to the following deadlines
G E. hand carry room air- new furniture and carpet
An ad most be called Of brought in conditioner, 4,000 BTU,
like cablevision 753-5209
by 12 Noon the day before in new. Also 20" floor
fan, like
order to oppear in the next days
29. Heating-Cooling
new. Call 753-5008.
paper, with the exception of ads
to start in Monday's paper they Six Karat diamond ring solitaire We buy and sell used air
must be tolled or brought in bywith matching band, 14 K Ap- conditioners Dills Electric
10 a.m.on Saturday
praised $730, will sell $200. 753-9104
To have an ad cancelled before Also 15,000
BTU Hotpoint air- 30. Business Rental
publication you will need to conconditioner, power saver unit,
tact us by•a.m. that
marling used one season, $275 Call
in order for it not
Mal
to appear in 753-5954.
that days edition
Warehoes
e
Two wheel trail', heavy load
Lost and Found
construction. $225. 753-0366
Storage Space
Lost. English Setter, female, 8 after 4 pm.
For Rent
years old, white with lemon 16. Home Furnishings
753-47511
ticks. If found please call 437For sale: Plaid couch and chair,•
4755 or 489-2428
in earth tones. Excellent condi- Large building for rent 4 bays
6. Help Wanted
in front, hoist, 2 back bays, ex
tion. Call 753-8295.
tra large room Call 753-8581
Addressers wanted immediate- Three
piece matching living or see
at 808 Coldwater Road
ly! Work at home..no ex- room suite,
lamps, antiques,
perience necessary. excellent High Boy
buffet and matching 32. Apts. For Rent
pay. Write American Service, antique
white oak dining room For rent: 2 bedroom duplex
8350 Park Lane, Suite 127, table.
All in good condition. apartment, heat pump plus all
Dallas, TX 75231.
Must sell, owner leaving town. appliances furnished. 753Earn $50.00/hunder securing, Call 753-6209 after 5 pm.
5791.
stuffing Envelopes. Free Westbend room humidifier.
One bedroom furnished apartdetails, reply: Homeworkers- Automatic and portable, $35. ment
for rent, air-conditioned,
S12Y, Box 94485, Schaum- 753-5992.
college boy preferred. No pets.
burg, IL 60194.
17. Vacuum Cleaners 121 North next to Fairgrounds.
Mature family man to manage
753-3139.
local full service service sta- New Eureka Industrial vacuum
cleaner, retail cost is $250. Small furnished apartment,
tion. Phone(501) 544-2572.
Must sell, make an offer. 759- $85 per month, married couple
MANAGEMENT. Looking for 1207.
only. See at 407 S 8th St.
people who have experieece in
Two bedroom furnished apartteaching, selling, management 19. Farm Equipment
ment. 753-8119.
or have owned their own Two 110 gallon saddle tanks,
business. Must have self-image brackets and under mount car- Two bedroom, $120 per month.
and be able to handle large in- riage. Call after 6 pm, 492- 1 bedroom, $85 per month
Stove and refrigerator furnishcome. Send resume with phone 8790.
ed, at Lynn Grove. Call 153number to P.O. Box 3492, 20. Sports
Equipmen
t
7874.
Jackson, TN 38301.
Remington 700 BDC 7mm
Houses For Rent
34.
magnum with 4x12 Bushnell
variable. $275. Days 759-4710, For rent: 3 bedroom house,
-POSITION OPEN753-9240.
nights 753-5037.
Port time; Full time.
For rent Panorama Shores, 11
Looking for individual to
22. Musical
miles east of Murray. Quiet,
work with high school
Black uptight Yamaha piano,
scenic view, tastefully remodeland college students.
perfect condition, $800 or best
ed 3 bedroom, 1 bath, large
Contact Jim Gibbs,
offer. 767-2349.
great room, one year lease. No
753-6256.
Used Spinet piano for sale. pets. $295. 924-5307 or 436New piano for rent. Paris' first 5387.
and finest music store, Leach's
36. For Rent Or Lease
NURSE. Immediate opening for
RN or LPN. Apply in person, (901)642-6463.
Two bedroom unfurnished
501 North 3rd, Paducah, KY 24. Miscellaneous
duplex apartment. Call 75342001, Mon-Fri, 8-4. E.O.E.
Chimneys, all full triple wall 8067 after 5 pm.
Need sales people for home pipe, 6"x30", $20.99; 8"x30", 37. Livestock-Supplies
parties in Princess House, Inc. $29.99, 8", $41.99. Walllin
Hand blow and lead crystal. Hardware, Paris.
Pony for sale. 753-6632.
Small investment. 901-479- Concerned about food costs?
38.
Pets-Supplies
1701.
Then don't be mislead by a few
weekend specials. It's the total Basic and Advanced dog obeNUCLEAR TRAINEES
dience
No experience required, 17-24 that counts. Check Big John's ages. classes. All breeds and
Professional instructor.
year old H.S. grads can receive everyday shelf prices. They are
436-2858.
two years of nuclear training the lowest everyday.
with full pay and benefits with Custom Leather Work. Moc- Dachshund puppies, 6 weeks
the navy. Call 753-6439 or dial casins, sandels, and clothing. old. Call 474-2325.
Hunting gear available. Also Wanted: Female
toll tee 1-800-841-8000.
German
hides, including buffalo. Beads Shepherd to be bred
to male
NURSES, RN or LPN, needed and bead work. Call 753-9736. Shepherd. Call 759-4809 or
for 3-11 and 11-7 shifts. EX- New moped, won in contest 474-2346.
CELLENT salary and benefits. worth $509, will take, $350.
Yorkshire Terrier puppies. Will
Call Care Inn of Mayfield today Call 753-1575 after 5 pm.
be ready week of August 16th.
at 247-0200.
27. Mobile Home Sales 489-2651.
RN Of LPN. Need extra
money?? Ideal part time job for 1974 24'x52' Baywood, 3 40. Produce
Murray nurse not working full bedroom, 2 bath, all electric, For sale: Watermelons and
time. Perform health evalua- unfurnished, on large lot in cantelopes. Any amount. Pete
tions for life insurance ap- East School district, $18,000. Valentine, 642-4439.
plicants. Schedule your own Call 753-2467 after 4 pm.
41. Public Sale
hours.(901)424-2926 or write: For sale: 14x70 Windsor with 2
Moving sale! G.E. frost-free
Mrs. Couch, 516 Lambuth, lots. Call 436-2262.
refrigerator, single bed, matJackson, TN 38301.
For sale: 12x50 mobile home tress, box springs.
Antiques;
Substitute teacher needs on private lot, one miles from oak captians
chair, marble top
babysitter in her home. 753- city limit on Roy Graham Road. end table, oak mirror
frame,
For appointment call 753- copper fire extin.,
6445.
wood bore,
other tools. Many other
9. Situation Wanted 3533.
In-state college student will Mobile home, 12x52 Atlantic. household items. Must go!
babysit afternoons and nights. Central air, washer and dryer, Priced to sell. 492-8944.
completely furnished, less than Three party yard sale,
Call 753-9630.
Wednes2 years old. Call 492-8212.
day, 912 Bagwell. Toys,
Will do macrame. Can make
hanging tables, hangers, etc. One 12x60 and one 10x55. Call children's clothes, nic-nacs,
Reasonably priced. Call 759- Brandon Dill, 753-9104 or 753- miscellaneous. 9:00
1551.
1155 after 4 pm.
1978 12x60 Two bedroom, 43. Real Estate
Will haul anything that will fit electric
with central heat,
in a pickup truck. Will also do $5000.
492-8585.
STROUT REALTY, INC.
odd jobs. Call 753-5857.
IS. 444•41 met. itt. 0 .Nryagg

43. Real Estate

Pentium & Thermion
heserawne &
&eel Estate
Southside Court Square
Iiiterray, Kosowsky
753-4451

14. Want To Buy

28. Mob. Home Rents

Want to buy old milk bottles Two bedroom trailer for rent,
/
2 miles east of Murray, $125
marked City Dairy PH Thornton, 11
per month, plus deposit. Call
Murray, KY. Call 753-1761.
753-1852.
Want to buy tie timber and
Trailers for rent, couples only.
veneering. Call 753-5592.
Wanted: A used Coke or Pepsi See Brandon Dill at Dill's
machine. Call after 8:00 pm, Trailer Court.
753-9059.
For rent: 2 bedroom trailer in
Want to buy: Pianos, pump Murray, no pets. 489-2611.
organs. Harry Absher, 1-444- Mobile homes for rent 2
9972.
bedroom, fully furnished, $130
per month. Excellent location.
15. Articles For Sale Call 753-8964.
600 foot steel cable, half inch, Mobile home, fully furnished,
504 per foot. Chevy 350 head. cablevision, natural gas, air300 hp, $150. Evenings 759- conditioned, newly decorated,
1739.
at city limits. 753-2876.
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listings needed, Offices
Coast to Coast Buyers
from Everywhere. -Free
Catalog
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ANOTHER
NEW LISTING!!
4 bedrooms, central
gas heat, central air,
double carport, paved
drive, attractively
landscaped. Super
energy efficiency. 1707
Magnolia.$50's.

FOR DEPENDABLE

Excellent location,
close to University and
shopping. 4 bedrooms,
cypress aiding. Low
utilities. $43,500.

Professional Post Control

1161,16.4wN..d - 71341•63

Also losesolopid, laws lodgers aad 'stokers
wed
Traps

Kelky's Termite
Post Control, Inc. •
Termites. You spend thousands of dollars for °hone but never think
about termites they cause the most damage next tp fire. Hove
your home treated nowt 753-3914, key's iennite A Pest Control, 100 South 13th Street, Murray. KY. Over 33 years experience.
Nome owned and operated

IOW 1111•••••• - 7417476
Aeccifeeeer
7113-4114

Noway Calloway
Canty Realty
(501)753414e
WM.12ell St.
Ittorrey. or 414711

NEED A
LARGER HOME?
Recently listed 5
bedroom home in
Canterbury Estates,
Over 3000 square feet
of living area in this
roomy family home.
Living room, large
eat-in kitchen, den
with fireplace, 19' x 17'
game room, storage
galore, and large concrete backyard patio
for thost summer
cookouts. Offered well
below replacement
cost - $79,900. IMMEDIATE POSSESSION.
LOW INTEREST
ASSUMABLE LOAN
Beat the inflation
crunch by assuming a
low interest Veteran's
Administration Loan
on this 4 bedroom executive home located
in
excellent
neighborhood.
Economic central gas
heat, formal dining
room, 11 closets, den
with fireplace, and
cool central electric
air conditioning make
this residence a comfortable
and
economical family
home. Offered in the
mid
70's.
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION.

40-ir

KOPPERUD
753-1222
PRICE
REDUCED $7000!
Very neat 4 bedroom
home. Newly insulated
for economical utility
bills. Living room,
/
2
family room, 1-1
baths, utility room,
and located in a
desirable area. Price
is now $41,000. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty, for real service in real estate.
NEW .0
LISTING
Very sharp 2 bedroom
modern brick home in
the country. Chain link
fence, outside storage
building and very attractive lawn. $32,900.
Phone 753-1222, Kopperud Realty.

OPPERUD
753-1222

PRICE REDUCED
Attractive 2 or 3
bedroom white brick
home on tree-shaded
lot across the street
from the old Murray
City Park. Gas heat,
fireplace,
outside
workshop, and large
backyard stone patio
adds up to year-round
comfort and convenience for you!
VACANT IMMEDIATE
POSSESSION. Price Is
now $35,000.
PEACEFUL
RETREAT
Beautiful wooded
waterfront lot in nice
location fronting on
Kentucky
Also
Included
ty 2boat
ed boat
.2 bedroom
doc
mobile home with
large covered front
wooden deck. Get
ready for relaxing
days ahead bY checking out this good buy.
Price reduced to
$23,500. Phone Koprod Realty,753-1222.

Business Opportunity! One
Stop--gas, restaurant, grocery,
ice cream parlor, ice dispenser--This profitable business could
be yours. For further information call 753-1492, Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
$35,000.061! That's
right. There is
something for sale for
$35,000. It's located at
1659 Ryan and includes 3 bedrooms, living room, kitchen and
bath. TVA insulation.
Nice hedged back yard
with outside storage.
Within
walking
distance to MSU. This
should sell quick, so if
you're interested better call soon.

JOHN SMITH

75-7411
AROUND THE CLO

Cannibal Casserole! Pric
chewed to the bone! You'l
know it's a good buy when yo
see this convenient 3 bedroom
brick home. Priced at $33,000.
Call 753-1492, Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors, and ask
for Glenda.
For sale by owner 2 story
apartment, ideal for rental property or young married couple.
Call 753-7382 after 5 pm.
Just reduced! Small down payment will put you in ownership
of this 2 bedroom house plus a
2 bedroom mobile home and
extra mobile home hookup.
Very nice lot near Cherry corner, with fruit trees, vegetable
garden. Income and good
neighbors. Call Spann Realty
Associates at 753-7724.

[gnm
II. BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

•'Professional Services
Withh The Friendly Toucli"
4k.

ALMO HEIGHTS
Clean as a button, 2
bdrm, home, hardwood floors, new
carpeting, remodeled
kitchen with appliances, large utility
room. Big lot with
trees and a nice
garden
spot.
Economical gas heat.
$23,900.
WANT TO
START YOUR
OWN BUSINESS?
This building on S. 4th
St. with business area
in front, shop area in
back and possible living area upstairs could
be the answer to your
needs. Building is on
100' x 250' lot. Call today for details.

7534080
Two bedroom, 2 bath house for
rent, overlooking Kentucky
Lake. Central beat and air, den
with wood burning fireplace
garage. All appliances furnish
ed Strout Realty, 753-0186,

45. Farms For Sale
50 Acres near New Concord, off
Highway 121. Close to Tennessee state line Call 4362140.
Nine acres of land with new
well and septic tank, in
Calloway county $10,000. Call
856-3975.

46. Homes For Sale
By owner 4 bedroom house in
country, newly carpeted
downstairs. Stove
and
refrigerator. On one acre
$21,500. Call after 5, 7531804
Two bedrootn frame house, all
appliances, wood burning
stove, in city. Cheap! Call 1539785 work or 753-8404. Ask
for Mike

53. SOIVICOS Offered

53. Services Offered

49. Used Cars

S.

-1

47. Motorcycles

Always wanted a home with For sale: 1972 Triumph 650
small acreage? This is an ex- Bonneville motorcycle. 474cellent opportunity because 2741.
the land is highly productive
and the house is sound New 1979 650 Special II Yamaha,
roof, deep well, 5 outbuildings in mint condition, $1550. Call
Thirty-five acres with 31 acres 753-1217.
1978 XS-400 Yamaha, extendable, 2 in timber
Homeplace and buildings oc- cellent condition. Call 753cupy about 2 acres. Call 753- 5124 before 6 pm.
1492 at Century 21 Loretta 1978 Yamaha
XS-11, fully
Jobs. Realtors and let us show dressed, sharp!
Call 753-4441
you this farm today. Located after
9 Pm
Lynn Grove area.

All work guaranteed. Alfconditioninc appliance repair,
plumbing Experienced Call
753-8950
Atchisons Painting Service, interior and exterior, paperhang
mg. Also general house repair
Free estimates References furnished All work guaranteed.
Phone 492-8866 or 247-3313.
M-1 All TYPES home remodel
ing
and
maintenance.
References Guaranteed work.
Free estimates. Call 753-8948
after 5 pm.

Car batteries, 36 month
guarantee, 80 amp, $29.99 ex Barn painting. Tops or sides
change. 60 month guarantee, Free estimates. 759-1981.
95 amp, $39.99 exchange. Before you make
a trip to town
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
for plastic or galvanized pipe
1978 Camaro, light metallic fitting, nails, screws, bolts,
blue, white interior, AM tape, etc try New Concord Grocery.
tilt, air, $4500. 759-1958.
Clint and Dare's Odd Jobs - Will
1965 Dodge Dart, good condi- do odd jobs, including trimmtion, $300. Call 753-8611.
ing and cutting down trees,
1980 Datsun B-210, 2,500 carpentry, construction, and
,yard work. Free estimates, low
miles. 753-1841.
prices Inquire at 209 Walnut
For sale: 1979 El Camino. Street, Murray, anytime.
Power steering; brakes. air, Concrete and block work.Block
AM-FM, tilt and :cruise. Ex- garages, basements,
driveways,
cellent condition. Low mileage. walks, patios, steps, free
Call 328-8751 after 5 pm.
estimates. Charles Barnett,
1972 Ford Gran Torino Sport 753-5476.
power, air, AM-FM tape, best Carpet cleaning. References.
offer. 1704 Main, 753-8560.
Reasonable. Quaranteed Call
King automatic wood heater 753-9736.
brick lines, cast iron grates and
free
doors, lift off cook surface top. CARPET CLEANING
$259.99. Wallin Hardware. estimates, satisfied references,
Vibra-Vac steam or dry cleanPariah,
ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
1976 Monte Carlo, extra clean, 753-5827.
stereo, maroon Call 753-6802 Fence sales at Sears now. Call
or 436-5366.
Sears, 753-2310 for free
1973 Olds Delta 88, 4-door. ;stimate for your needs.
power steering, brakes, ana air,
340 engine, one owner. 52.000 Foreign parts and American
actual miles. Excellent condi- parts repair. Call 474-2325.
tion. 753-8124
Guttering by Sears, Sears con1978 Z28 Camaro with T-top, tinous gutters installed per
air-conditioned, power. Craig your specifications. Call Sears
power play, $4500. 492-8585. 753-2310 for free estimate.
Insulation - blown in by Sears,
50. Used Trucks
save on these high heating and
1979 Chevy Luv, 4 wheel drive. cooling bills. Call Sears. 753Take over payments. 492-8585. 2310 for free estimate
1973 Chevrolet truck, t ton, K & K.Stump Removal. Do you
heavy duty with factory built need stumps removed from
utility bed, 350.2 barrel. Good your yard or land cleared of
condition. $1395. 753-4174.
stumps? We . can remove
Good 1972 Datsun model 620 stumps up to 24" below the
pickup, $1695. Call 489-2595. ground, leaving only sawdust
and chips Call for free
1970 Jeep truck with topper. estimate, Bob Kemp
435-4343
$1800. Call 753-5889
or Bob Kemp, Jr. 435-4319
Licinsed Electrician and gas in51. Campers
stallation, heating installation
1973 Shasta camper Jon boat and repairs Call 753-7203
20 hp motor, and trailer. Call
431-4331.
Licensed electrician. Prompt,
service. Qualified for
52. Boats and Motors efficient
heating and cooling repairs.
35 It. Chris Craft Roamer Free estimate. Call 435-4397.
Sedan Cruiser. Make offer. Office (314) 748-5561, home, MITCHELL BLACKTOPPING,
driveways and small jobs a
(314)471-8188.
speciality, also patching and
For sale: 35 hp electric start seal coating. 753-1537
Johnson motor, boat and
trailer. $1900. Call 753-9235 Need work on your trees? Topping, pruning, shaping, complete removal and more. Call
53. Semces Offered BOYER'S
TREE SERVICE for
professional tree care, 753COURTNEY SMALL
8536.
ENGINE REPAIR
Need any white rock, gravel, or
Mowers, Tillers Choinsows
top soil? Also for all types of
Fast Service
Guaranteed
backhoe work call Custom
work Will pickup and deliver
753-4164.
Backhoe, Wade Herndon.
owner. 753-7565.

'"*"#4.4
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53. Services-Offered

Painting and remodeling, tree
ALUMINUM
trimming and topping odd
SERVICE
CO.
jobs Call 753-9736
Aluminum
and
Vinyl
Piano tuning rebuilding,
Siding, Custom
Trim
refinishing Band instruments,
Work
References,
new used, complete repairs
7 5 3 0689
Day or
Call Thurmans 753-4834 or
Night.
Harry Absher 1-444-9972 Call
the professional. 21 years ex- Will haul driveway
white rock
perience
and As lime, also have any type
PHILLIPS ALUMINUM AND of brown or white pea gravel
VINYL SIDING CO. 25 years ex- Also do backhoe work Call
perience Paducah, KY, 898- Roger Hudson, 753-4545 or
3873 or 443-7365.
753-6763
Refrigeration, air-conditioning. Will do light hauling. Call 753and electrical repairs Bob's 8119 or 436-2455 or 153Refrigeration Service, Hazel, 9337
KY 498-8370.
Wet basement? We make wet
Stop! For all your repair needs, basements dry, work completeroofing, carpentry, plumbing ly guarenteed Call or write
and electrical work Look No Morgan Construction Co ,
More, Call Joe 753-9226 after Route 2, Box 409A. Paducah,
4 pm. We'll do your job large or KY 42001, or call day or night
small. All work done to your 1-442-7026
satisfaction.
57. Wanted
Will do plumbing, airconditioning painting, carpen- Two adult women want to
try, concrete, and roofing. 753- share nice house, one block
from MSU. Prefer upper level
2211 or 753-9600
student, faculity, or professional person. Private bath and
ROOFING
entrance. Available early
C•aliwilirclal
sail
August. Call Rebekah 753-8325
R•sideatieI,
Sitiogio
8-4 or after 5, 753-6517.
owl bollt-op roofs.
Wanted: Female roommate to
Roforowcot, all work
share duplex, 14 mile from
georeatomil. 754-4512
campus. Call Janice at 753or 751-1111511,
4121 between 12 and 8.

NORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
209 Welem Street

NEW OFFICE MOORS:
Monday -Friday 7:30-Noon
Price of
NAIRCIFT $1.25
4.41,64

Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7.30 til 500
PIKE SNAKE 75'

eees• Ceis'Yew CA 7$3•31643 ee.
4.4.1k Service

This attractive brick home is located on o choice corner lot on Doran Road. It has 3 bedrooms, 2 baths.
foyer, living room, dining room, kitchen and den. Central gas heat. Air conditioning, stove, refrigerator
dishwasher ond disposal. Newly decorated throughout .
Reasonably priced in the S40s. Call

John C. Neubauer,
Realtor
753-0101 or 753-7531
for on appointment

Well kept two bedroom home on Sycamore. This has a
large living room, dining room, kitchen and a gorage
Outside storage for your garden tools. Large lot Near
shopping area. Priced to sell NOW!

John C. Neubauer, Realtor
1111 Sycamore. 753-0101/7531
46

44
.
7!
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(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Randy Reference)

753-1441

.011171111 MILT EIT11161
MINTS

CUSTOM KITCHEN
CAMNETS & CUSTOM .csuis owl mum,*
WOODWORKING

Police
753-1621

)01(,)1(*XX
alloway
Hinman's Murray-C
County Hospital
TAXI CAB 753-3151 Rentals 753-5131
SERVICE
.„

Sheriff

6 a.m.-Midnight
7 Days A Week

Phone 153-5351
or 153-5352

Police
753-1621

753-5703

Calloway County
Rescue Squad

802N 18th Street
Murray

753-6952

`.)001)00000•1001080r(X)040000(4(4(4:4:4 X
Free
Termite Inspection
Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish &Shrubs

Kelley's Termite 4
Pesi Control
100 S. 13th St
Murray,Ky.

7S3-3914
-vs

Poison
Control
Center
753-7588

Carrier
MAGIC NAT
"Chimney Swooplag
I.ties fins old
tradition"
Busla•ss 436-2731

Quality Service
Company
Heating and Air
Conditioning Sales
Sales And Service
Atoning Skeet Motel
I. Service Dopertawarts.

753-9290

•
11111NOME••••••••••••-
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Gov. Brown Tells Delegates
They're Bound On First Ballot

Deaths & Funerals I

Mrs. Hilda Maupin Rites Held Today
At Cadiz Chapel
Dies; Funeral Will
Be Held On Tuesday For Mrs. Roberts
The funeral for Mrs. Lillian
Mrs Hilda Maupin of 841
Hurt Drive, Murray, died Genter Roberts, mother of
Saturday at 6:28 p.m. at the Malcolm Roberts of Murray,
Western Baptist Hospital, is being held today at 2 p.m. at
Paducah. She was 78 years of the chapel ,of the Goodwin
Funeral Home,Cadiz, with the
age.
The Murray woman was a Rev. Grandville Courtney and
member of the Elm Grove the Rev...Leonard Young ofBaptist Church. Born May 13, ficiating.
Burial will follow in the Mt.
1902, in Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the late Pleasant Cemetery there.
Mts. Roberts, 87, Cadiz,
Clem Roberts and Hattie
died Saturday at 7:50 a.m, at
Holland Roberts.
Mrs. Maupin is survived by the Jennie Stuart Hospital,
one daughter, Mrs. Hattie Hopkinsville. She was a
Mae McClure, Warren, Mich.; member of the Mt. Pleasant
one son, Harold Maupin, Baptist Church, and was the
Tiline; six grandchildren; widow of Walter Roberts.
Survivors include six
eight great grandchildren.
Also surviving are five daughters — Mrs. Bessie Cole,
sisters — Mrs. Oatman Mayfield. Mrs. Nell Birdsong,
Mary) Cohoon, Murray, Mrs. Cadiz, Mrs. Blanche Wallace
Clint I Ellen) Bugg, Shashone, and Mrs. Rebecca Noel,
Idaho, Mrs. L. L.(Lsla)Swjft, "Hopkinsville, Mrs.. Lillian AtPaducah, Mrs. Joe (Mae) wood, Livingston, Ill., and
Clark, West Paducah, and Mrs. Lula Betle Vangilder,
Rubene ) Sterling Heights, Mich.; five
Mrs. Walter
Rinehart, Gerome,Idaho; two sons — Malcolm of Murray,
brothers, Holland Roberts, Ralph and Albert of
Franklin, Tenn., and Jerrell Hopkinsville, Walter of Warren, Mich., and Hugh of Cadiz;
Roberts, Murray.
Funeral services will be one sister, Mrs. Irene
held Tuesday at 2 p.m. at the Burgess, and one brother,
Elm Grove Baptist Church Tom Gentry, Cadiz; 42 grandwith the Rev. Calvin Wilkins children; 52 great grandand Elder 'Arlie Larimer of- children; four great great
ficiating. Music will be by the grandchildren.
church choir.
Burial will follow in the Elm
Grove Cemetery with the arrangements by the J. H. Churchill Funeral Home where
friends may call.

Hardin Accident
Victim's Condition
Is Satisfactory

Gerald J. Covahey offlarciin
was listed in satisfactory condition today at Lourdes
Hospital in P.aducah after
undergoing surgery for injuries he received in an accident on Saturday.
Mrs. Zora Smith Stone, 96
The accident occurred - at
year old resident of 207 East 1:40 a.m. on U.S.68,four miles
Tenth Street, Benton, died to- west of Draffenville, accorday at 12:30 a.m, at the Mar- ding to the Kentucky State
shall County Hospital, Benton. Police report.
The report said that
Her husband, Dr. W. S. Stone,
Covahey% 38-, was approaching
died in 1937.
Born Jan. 15, 1884, in Mar- a curve when he ran off the
shall County, she was the road and struck a utility pole
. daughter of the late Frank M. and a culvert.
Smith and Martha Lindsey
Smith. She was preceded in
death by two sisters, Mrs.
Elizabeth Lyon and Mrs.
Genoa Gregory, and one
brother,George W.Smith.
Mrs. Stone is survived by
NEW YORK (AP) — The
three nieces — Miss Rubie E.
Smith of Murray, Mrs. Martha annual Perseid meteor shower
Elkins of Oxford, Miss., and has begun, with lights flashing
Miss Ernestine Lyon of in the northeastern sky as
meteoroids fall into the
Frankfort.
- She was a member of the earth's atmosphere.
The best viewing should
First Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ), Benton, come tonight, with as many as
where funeral services will be 50 meteors an hour visible in
held Tuesday at 2 p.m. with areas away from bright city
the Rev. Mike Gallon of- lights. Some meteors fell Sunday and the show will continue
ficiating.
Pallbearers will be Ben until Tuesday.
The Perseids are so named
Frazier, Kerry Frazier, Arvis
Conder, because they appear in a secWalston, Reed
Charlie Lawrence, Bud tion of the sky where the conMoore, Joe Williams, Bill stellation Perseus is located.
Morgan, Burlis Ward, Bill The meteoroids are fragments
from the tail of the SwiftMurphy,and Roe Thomas.
Burial will follow in the Ben- Tuttle comet, which Was last
ton Cemetery with the ar- seen in 1862 and is expected to
rangements by the Filbeck return in 1982. Most
disintegrate
and Cann Funeral Home, Ben- meteoroids
before hitting the ground.
ton, where friends may call.

Mrs. Zora Stone Is
Dead At Age Of 96;
Funeral Is Tuesday

By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr. told Kentucky's Democratic delegates
that they're bound by law and
honor to cast their first ballots
for the presidential candidate
they represent.
"We're here to honor our
commitments," the governor
declared Sunday when the
delegation held its first
meeting.
In Kentucky's primary last
May, President Carter won 38
delegates and Sen. Edward
Kennedy, D-Mass., received
12.
"By statute in Kentucky and
by honor, I think we're bound
by sworn oath to vote that
The winners of the 1980 Summer Reading Contest at the Calloway County Public
way," said Brown, who is a
Library have been announced. In front are Trevor Coleman and Rob Saville. Standing
strong Carter supporter.
beside "Nazdar-5," the reading robot, are Becky Freeze, Kim Mann, Michelle Randall,
Brown said he believes the
and George Nichols. Two contestants not pictured are Leslie Erwin and Bayberry Ianso-called commitment is a test
fling. Each winner received a T-shirt bearing the "Book Trek" emblem. All participants
and that he would be disapreceived a certificate of achievement.
pointed if any delegate does
not vote "for what the statute
According To FBI Spokesman
calls for."
After the governor's speech,
Bob Babbage of Lexington, a
leader of the Kennedy forces,
MIAMI API— A name on a refugee or lived here or jacker. "But he didn't look said Brown made two points.
"He said he wanted us to be
passenger list — M. Soto — is what," a spokesman for the like a terrorist. He didn't look
the only good clue to the iden- Miami FBI office said Sunday like he wanted to hurt honorable — and it has been
honorable for delegates to
tity of a man who hijacked an after the fourth hijacking of a anybody."
for 144
Air Florida jet with 34 people U.S. jet to Cuba this year.
"The man wasn't a raving vote their consciences
aboard and forced it to fly to
The airliner was about to lunatic or anything," said
Cuba,the FBI says.
land Sunday in Key West on a passenger Phil Thompson, 47,
"We don't know if he was a trip from Miami when a man Key West. "He just wanted to
told the crew he had a bomb in get to Cuba."
a small package he was carryDuring their stopover in
ing, according to FBI agent Havana, passengers said, they
William Nettles. Cuban drank beer and ate lunch at a
authorities later said the terminal restaurant. Some
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
"bomb" was actually a bar of bought Cuban rum and cigars. major government study of
soap, Nettles said.
"We ate very bad food," the mobile home industry conThe Spanish-speaking hi- said Diane Reynolds of cluded Sunday that as many
jacker had come out of a rear Miami. "But they did accept as 40 to 45 percent of conrestroom shouting, "Cuba! American dollars."
sumers who ask for warranty
Cuba! Cuba!" Nettles said. A
The passengers were flown service do not get adequate
bilingual passenger inter- to Key West after interviews repairs.
preted the man's demands to at Miami International AirThe Federal Trade Commisthe crew, Nettles said.
port with the FBI and the
report
Nettles said the airline had Federal Aviation Administra- sion staff, in a 700-page
investigation that had its
to take the hijacker seriously.
tion, Air Florida officials said. on an
in 1972, recommended
"It looks like he had a bar of
An anti-hijacking treaty origins
DR. B. F. GREEN will be soap, but it could have been a signed by Cuba and the United the commission issue a
how
the host pastor for the 112th plastic explosive," Nettles States in 1973 lapsed in April regulation covering
companies perhome
mobile
annual session of the General said.
1977. The communist nation
that
Association of Baptists in KenThe plane landed at has continued to return form on the warranties
offer.
15
to
tucky to be held Aug. 12
Havana's Jose Marti Field, passengers, crew members almost all of them
at the First Street Baptist where the 28 other passengers and planes, but not hijackers.
The FTC staff said the inChurch, Hopkinsville. Dr. G. and five crew members spent
On July 22, a Delta Air Lines vestigation showed that nearM. Smith, moderator, urges two hours before returning to jet carrying 157 people from ly all mobile home owners who
all pastors and churches to be Miami. The hijacker was Chicago was forced to Cuba by reported defects sought to
represented at the meeting.
taken into custody by Cuban a man who said he had per- have them repaired by the
officials, said Air Florida sonal problems. A former denspokeswoman Robin Cohn.
tal student armed with a pistol
Authorities described the hi- forced the seven crew
jacker as 5-foot-7, aged 40 to members of an American
45, with wavy black hair Airlines jet to take him to
streaked with gray. He wore Cuba from Ontario, Calif.,
beige pants, a light blue shirt April 9, and on Jan. 25 a man
By DAN SEWELL
a small flight bag. took over a Delta flight over
Dee Ann Ems of Hodgenville and carried
Associated Press Writer
him holding a small North Carolina and forced the
saw
"I
was crowned Miss Kentucky
HOLLYWOOD,Fla.(AP) —
and a small package," Atlanta-to-New York flight to
World America in Saturday lighter
Mark Bell of take him and the 60 others Dead women tell no tales.
passenger
said
night's pageant held at MurThey don't complain about
Houston, who sat near the hi- aboard to Cuba.
ray State University.
their hairdos either, which is
Robyn Overbey, last year's
why hairstylist Noella
queen,crowned her successor.
Papagno enjoys working in
Miss Overbey of Calvert City,
funeral homes instead of beaua student at MSU, was first
ty parlors.
runner-up last year to Miss
Mrs. Papagno has been
World America, the pageant
making a living for 30 years
to which Miss Ems will adfixing the hair on corpses —
SOUTH FULTON, Tenn. celebrate the yellow fruit.
vance.
mostly women — so that they
Celebrate they do.
(AP) — A festival of a peel
This year's Miss World bears its fruit in this West TenA one-ton banana pudding is will look as natural and attracAmerica pageant will be held nessee city this week even baked early on the festival's tive as possible for their
in New York City in though the nearest
banana final day in a vat three-feet funerals.
September. The winner of that groves are hundreds of miles tall and five-feet wide. The
Now she has written a book,
pageant will go to the Miss away.
recipe, Ms.Sullivan said, calls "Desairology," in which she
World pageant to be held in
The International Banana for 3,000 bananas, 250 pounds reveals the tricks of her trade
London.
Festival, four days of arts and of vanilla wafers and 950 — from giving Afros that
Kim Birdsong of Cadiz was crafts
buoyant look to covering up
exhibits, street dances pounds of boiled custard.
first runner-up. Other and a
"They start making it early brain-surgery scars. There's
banana bake-off, starts
runners-up were Kim Wednesday to honor
the fruit Saturday morning, and it's in even a section on what to do
Hamilton of Calvert City, se- which, years ago, was
hauled our parade by 10 a.m.," Ms. with "limp,lifeless hair."
cond; Patty Reaves of
She's worked in beauty
through the area by trains Sullivan said. "It's at the very
Paducah, third; and Sondra from New Orleans to
Canada. last of our parade so we can parlors as well, but finds
Shoulders of Russellville,
"At that time, they were get it right out to the park for desairology — a term she has
fourth.
dispatched to different loca- eating." She said there's coined to describe her trade —
tions in the United States," enough to serve 10,000 people. far more relaxing.
"It's a relief from the comTo give the festival some
Elaine Sullivan, the festival
executive secretary, said. Latin flavor, a group of plaints," she said."You know,
"That's why we call it the students is invited each year 'Oh, my hair didn't stay last
to stay with local families in week. Could you cut a little
banana capital of the world."
Now In Progress
Eighteen years ago, com- the towns for a week. "That's higher?"
in
now
are
services
Revival
Mrs. Papagno said in a remunity leaders from Fulton, our international part," Ms.
progress at the Emmanuel Ky., and South Fulton, sister Sullivan said. "The students cent interview that working
Missionary Baptist Church, towns with a population of come in to see our American with the dead is not gruesome
located on 121 Bypass near the about 3,500 each, decided to way of life."
or even a little scary. The livNorth 16th Street intersection.
ing are far more terrifying,
The Rev. Kenneth Yarshe says.
brough, pastor of the TaberShe said she was puttering
nacle Baptist Church, Union
around the funeral home once,
City, Tenn., will be the
alone,she thought.
speaker at the services being
Suddenly, she felt a hand
evening
held at 7:30 each
resting firmly on her hip.
through Sunday, Aug. 17.
"Who's that?" she asked.
By The Associated Press
72 mph belted northwest
The pastor, the Rev. James
No answer.
Thunderstorms continued Missouri Sunday night, causFortner, invites the public to over parts of south Texas to- ing extensive power outages
She looked down at the floor,
attend.
day as weakened Tropical and leading to the death of at trying to glimpse another pair
Storm Allen continued inland.
least one Kansas City man, of feet. There was none.
"Who's that" she said
The storm, which was authorities said.
downgraded from a hurricane
Johnny Wright, 27, Kansas again, her throat constricted
Sunday, continued to spread City, Kan., was electrocuted with fear.
She whirled around — and
heavy rain over the state as it while apparently trying to
continued on its northwesterly move a live power line from found that the hand belonged
path.
an area where childrenwere to a corpse on the table next to
Heavy thunderstorms were playing, 'Kansas City,- Mo., her.
"The hand had Just slipped
also reported this morning police said.
from the central Plains
Temperatures around the off the table. I said 'Excuse
through the Ohio Valley to the nation at 3 a.m. EDT ranged me, madam,' and went on
Mid-Atlantic Coast.
from 52 in Casper and about my business," Mrs.
A severe thunderstorm with Sheridan. Wyo., and Butte, Papagno recalled.
"I wasn't scared of her. I'm
with hail and winds gusting at Montana to 95 in Blythe,Calif.

Name Is Only Hijacker Clue
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State Democratic Chairman
Bob Cobb told delegates they
will meet daily at 9 a.m. and
be informed of every proposed
national party rule.
He urged them to avoid taxis, which he said become
hopelessly bogged down in the
traffic near Madison Square
Garden, the convention site,
and to use the subways "if
you're not afraid of them."
He said the Kentucky
delegation has no more than 30
guest passes daily and cautioned that it will be difficult to
trade credentials. Customarily, delegates on the floor and
alternates upstairs swap
cards so that the alternates
can get better seats on the
floor from time to time.
Brown and his wife, former
Miss America Phyllis George
Brown, held a reception for
the delegation after the
meeting. Mrs. Brown, who
gave birth to a son last month,
appeared to have lost a great
deal of weight.

Fulton Festival To Bear
Its Fruit This Week

CONCERNED ABOUT FOOD COSTS?

Then don't be mislead by a few weekend
specials. It's the total that counts. Check {lig John's
everyday shelf prices They are the lowest everyday

manufacturer or dealer, but
that "as many as 40 to 45 percent ... who request warranty
service do not receive adequate repairs."
The figures were based
primarily on separate 1977
studies conducted in Ohio and
California and supported by
earlier studies in Other areas,
the agency said. The survey
did not give the number of persons interviewed.
Walter I. Benning, president
of the Manufactured Housing
Institute, said consumers
would pay "up to $2,000 a
home for this industry to comply with this overbearing
regulation."
Henning contended building
standards for mobile homes
are stricter than any housing

code for site-built houses.
"Every mobile home built in
America is inspected by the
Department of Housing and
Urban Development or one of
its agents. What the FTC
wants to do is add a layer of
bureaucracy on top of another
bureaucracy and make the
consumer pay for it," he said.
About 10 million Americans
with an average income of
$10,000 own mobile homes, the
report said.
The FTC staff said the
regulation would add $100 to
$125 to the $17,000 average cost
of a mobile home. It said the
benefits in effective repair
service and possibly longer
life for the home easily
outweigh the cost.

Hairdos Get No Complaints

Emmanuel Church
Revival Services

1965 CHEV. C20-PICK-UP
Blue with 'side rails, standard shift,
1111141011416
radio, 63,000 miles.
Wit
,
'
41troile Ibsen

The first hours of the delegation gathering focused on
technical details of visiting the
city for the second time in four
years — although the makeup
of this delegation is far different than in 1978.

Adequate Repairs Not Given
To Several Mobile Homes

Perseid Meteor
Shower Begins; Best
Viewing Is Tonight Hodgenville Girl
Crowned As Miss
Kentucky World Here

•

years," Babbage said.
Babbage also noted that
Brown pleaded for a chance
for President Carter, and
retored: "The answer is we
have given him a chance."
One big issue of the national
convention arises tonight
when all delegates decide
whether they must vote on the
first ballot for Carter or Kennedy or whether they support
a socalled open convention
allowing them to vote as they
please.
"I think we're morally
bound to vote against an open
convention," Brown told
reporters later.
And he went so far as to imply that perhaps this purported
moral obligation extends even
to votes on the proposed
Democratic platform.
The governor indicated that
if any Kentucky Carter
delegates vote for an open convention, he would consider the
possibility of removing and
replacing them.
"I want us to be together,
that's all," said Brown, who
wore a button saying "Coal
Power — Made in U.S.A." as
he entered a caucus room in
the Essex Hotel overlooking
Central Park to speak to the
delegates.

Thunderstorms Continue
As Allen Weakens

scared of the living — I was
afraid it was someone coming
in, a rapist or something," she
said.
Mrs. Papagno's book lays to
rest some myths about dead
people. For example, hair
doesn't grow after death, she
says, a tightening of the scalp
just gives that appearance.
The word desairologist is a
combination of "des" for
"deceased," "air" for
"hair," and "ology" for
"science of." She had written
to G&C Merriam Co., the dictionary publisher, asking for a
word to describe what she
does, but thought the answer
—
back
that came
necrocosrnetologist — sound-

ed too ghoulish.
Mrs. Papagno began her
cosmetology career at age 18
in a Woonsocket, R.I., beauty
salon. A funeral parlor across
the street gave the salon
regular business.
She said it was was a small
town and she had known most
of the dead.
"I remember I had done the
hair of one of the (salon)
customers' mother, and the
next day, the daughter grabbed me and cried, 'Noella, you
have made her so beautiful.' I
realized that during her grief,
I had done something to make
her happy.
"I've always remembered
that,and kept that feeling."

Captain D's.
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Country Style

FISH DINNER
•a generous portion of Country Style fish made
with our own old fashioned Southern style
corn meal breading •fries •2 hush puppies • slaw
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^ ••pieces of fish filet • creamy colt slaw
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